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Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. I, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Time is running out to purchase tickets for Morehead State 
University's holiday dinner party, "Through the Eyes of a Child," on Friday, Dec. 12, in the Adron 
Doran University Center. 
Hosted by MSU President and Mrs. Ronald G. Eaglin, the evening will begin with a social · 
period at 6:30 p.m. 
Tickets for the $17.50 per plate dinner must be purchased and picked up by 4:30p.m. on 
Friday, Dec. 6, according to Susette Redwine, co-chair of the dinner party committee. Reservations 
may be made for table parties of eig"ht or for individuals by calling (606) 783-2071. 
#### 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
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Dec. 4, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six major skull fractures, shattered bones and scars were just a few 
of the injuries Jon Glass sustained 10 years ago in an almost fatal car accident that also took his 
eyesight. 
Today, Glass, a Morehead State University senior management and marketing major from 
Grayson, is a tutor at the University's Leaniing Lab. He helps other students fmd answers to 
questions in economics, consumer behavior, English. and writing, and business communications. 
- ' ' ' 
' He may be seen on campu·s with J;D., his 120-pound, black Labrador seeing-eye dog. 
"I have always been very competitive and my biggest challenge:was dealing with my loss 
of sight," Glass said of the accident. "I worried what people· were going to think of me and how 
' ' 'j 
I was going to adapt new learning skills all over again. I used to be a speed reader, and it was 
hard having to listen while no longer being able to see the words:" 
·.'. 
When tutoring students, Glass has them read· to him and together they break down the 
problems or sentences, which enhances the one-on-one communication process. "It has its 
advantages beeause the students are able to catch their mistakes since listening clarifies the 
problem," he said. "This allows ·for closer contact and· a better working relationship." 
An avid reader of science fiction books, Glass enjoys being around other people. "When 
I first became blind, I used a cane but it would always hit people and they would get out of my 
way," said Glass. Not happy with the situation, he applied to a guide dog school and received 





After extensive therapy, Glass enrolled at Ashland Community College in 1992 where he 
received numerous scholastic awards, including the Outstanding Business Student Award and was 
named to the National Dean's List. Upon graduation in 1994 with an associate degree, he 
transferred to MSU to pursue his bachelor's degree. 
Last month, Glass attended the National Conference on Peer Tutoring in Writing in 
Lexington with Alvin Madden-Grider, MSU learning specialist, where Glass gave a presentation 
entitled: "Sightless Service: Tutoring from the Non-Visual Perspective." 
Glass has a special ability which allows him to deal well with students, according to 
Madden-Grider. "Jon is a good writing tutor. He assists lots of students and has the skills to 
< 
help others with their presentations," Madden-Grider said. "He is especially helpful with the 
international students who want to improve their vocabulary 0" 
The son of Franklin and Betty Glass, he is still learhing ~d trying to make a change for 
' ' ' ' 
the better. "My goal in life is to ~ave'a job I am coriifortable with and have my own home with 
a backyard," Glass said. "I just want to enjoy making a difference in someone's life." 
' #### ,, 
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MSU STUDENT TUTORS OTHERS 
After losing his eye sight in an automobile accident, Jon Glass, Mor~head State University senior 
from Grayson, adapted new learning skills. He now tutors students in economics, consumer 
behavior, English and writing, and business communications at the University's Learning Lab. 
Merunisa Lambat, right, a graduate student from Africa studying biology, talked with Glass 
while J.D. waits patiently. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
12-4-97cvd 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 4, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---During the holiday season, WMKY 90.3 FM, Morehead State 
University's listener supported public radio station, will present a special gift for classical music 
lovers. 
The station's weekday morning program "Classical Music" will feature two all-request weeks 
Monday through Friday, Dec. 8-12 and Dec. 15-19. 
To make a request, listeners may phone the program's host Janean Freeman at (606) 
783-2001 or 800-286-WMKY from 9 a.m. to I p.m. Requests also will be- accepted by fax at (606) 
783-2335 or by postcards mailed to: WMKY, UPO 903, Morehead State University, Morehead, 
KY 403 51-1689. Everyone who makes a request will be eligible to win a classical CD collection in a 
drawing to be held on Friday, Dec. 19. 
Also slated for noon each qay will be reports on music education in public schools produced 
by Connecticut Public Radio. The series includes a feature hy Freeman on music education and the 
Kentucky Education Reform Act (KERA) and a report by Freeman's 15-year-old niece on the use of 
technology in music education. 
Additional information on WMKY' s progranuning is available by calling Angela Mullins, 
development and promotion director, at (606) 783-2394. 
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Dec. 5, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Ten Morehead State University students who participate in the 
University's theatre program successfully passed the state screening auditions at the Kentucky 
Theatre Association Conference (KTAC), Nov. 8 and 9, at Northern Kentucky University. 
The students who passed the state auditions will be admitted to the Southeastern Theatre 
Conference (SETC) regional auditions which will be held March 11-15 in Birmingham Ala., 
according to Dr. Travis Lockhart, MSU director of theatre. 
More than 1,000 students from the southeastern part of the country are expected to compete . 
in the auditions. "MSU students have been very successful in past years in securing theatre jobs 
through SETC all over the country and abroad," Dr. Lockhart said. 
Each student presented a monologue or a monologue with a song at the KTAC competition. 
"This year, 91 percent of our students who auditioned, passed," Dr. Lockhart noted. "That is much 
higher than the overall statewide percentage." 
The students that passed the auditions are: Amy Adkins, Ashland junior; Jennifer Drake; 
Lawrenceburg senior; Holly Ford, Florence graduate student; Elizabeth Harris, Olive Hill graduate 
student; Julia Lane, Lexington sophomore; Samantha Martin, Printer freshman; Derrick Moore, 
Hazard sophomore; Brian Phillips, Nicholasville senior; Brooke Reed, Louisville freshman; and 
Shawn Slone, Prestonsburg senior. 
#### 
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Dec. 5, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Just Us, a reader's theatre group in Morehead State University's 
Department of Communications, will present "A Christmas Memory" on Monday, Dec. 15, at 
8 p.m. in Breckinridge Auditorium on the campus. 
The presentation, based on the short story by Truman Capote, was adapted by Dr. Shirley 
Gish, MSU professor of speech. The production, which will feature Dr. Gish and Thomas L. 
Yancy, MSU assistant professor of radio-television, recalls Capote's childhood and times spent 
with a distant cousin during the holiday season. · 
The admission charge is on~ new child's book per person which will be donated to "A 
Storybook Christmas." The MSU Bookstore will offer a 20 percent discount on purchases made 
for this project. All books will be presented to childi-en in Rowan County. 
####. 
Phot Pauline Young, Media Relations Director Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
STEPHENS RECOGNIZED 
John P. Stephens, left, Raceland-Worthington Independent Schools superintendent, was the recipient 
of the third annual Kentucky Educational Development Corporation's Superintendents 
Partnership/Leadership Award given by Morehead State University. Presenting him with a plaque 
symbolic of the award was MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin. The award was given in recognition 
of his extraordinary support of the partnerships concept in education. An educator for more than 
three decades, Stephens has been with the district for 20 years, including 16 years as a high school 
principal. He also has worked in the Fayette County School District, Fort Knox Independent 
Schools and the Greenup County Schools. The oldest and largest of the state's educational 
cooperatives, KEDC is comprised of 51 public school districts in partnership with MSU. It provides 
technology and professional development support for its member districts across the state. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
12-5-97jy 
Pauline Young, Media Relations Director 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
COMMISSIONER PRESENTS FUNDS TO MSU 
Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture Billy Ray Smith visited Morehead State University recently 
where he met with faculty and students in the Department of Agricultural Sciences as well as 
individuals from the community. After discussing new initiatives in the state Department of 
Agriculture, Smith presented the University with a $200,000 check to upgrade the University Farm 
which serves as a teaching laboratory by MSU' s agricultural programs. The funds were part of an 
Agricultural Incentive Initiative appropriation from the general assembly. On hand for the 
presentation were, from left, Dr. Gerald DeMoss, dean of the College of Science and Technology; 
Commissioner Smith; Dr. Lane Cowsert, department chair, and Dr. Michael Moore, executive vice 
president for Academic Affairs. According to the commissioner, the state department has increased 
its emphasis on the marketing of Kentucky grown commodities, especially the value-added concept. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
12-8-97py 
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Dec. 9, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, 1Cy.---Morehead State University will hold its 1997 Winter Commencement at 
10:30 a.m. on Saturday, Dec. 20, in the Academic-Athletic Center. Nearly 500 undergraduate and 
graduate students are candidates for degrees to be conferred by MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin 
The University also will award the honorary Doctor of Humanities degree to Lucille Caudill 
Little in recognition of her many efforts to create a better life for residents of Central and Eastern 
1Centucky. 
As a teacher, singer, actress, director and philanthropist, Little has given of herself and 
millions of dollars to improve the ed!Jcational and cultural quality of life in the region. 
A member of a distinguished Rowan County family, she was one of five children born to 
Daniel Boone Caudill, a prominent Morehead bank~r, attorney, businessman and circuit judge, and 
his wife, the former Rosetta Proctor. 
At age 10, she began studying during the summers at the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music . . .. 
Later she studied at the University oflCentpcky, earned the bachelor's degree from Ohio State 
University and continued her voice and drama studies. at the Juilliard School ofMusic and Columbia 
University. 
After launching a successful professional career in New York City as a recitalist and vocalist 
with a radio orchestra, she determined that the New Y ark scene was not for her and returned home. 
Little then began sharing her talents as a teacher of music and speech at what was then Morehead 
'• I• ~ ' ~ • • 
State Teachers College, where she was instrumental in, stlirting the school's theatre department. 
Following her marriage in 1937 toW. Paul Little, a Lexington horseman and land developer, 
she began working with the local arts-community, serving on countless boards and helping to 
. ' 
establish new organizations to foster the arts. 
Her gifts to the state's educational community are numerous. At MSU specifically, the 
Caudill College ofHumanities and Little Bell Tower bear her family names and hundreds of students 




The student speaker will be Karen M. Telford of Carlisle, a graduating senior in the Caudill 
College ofHumanities. A dean's list student, she will receive her A.B. degree in art with honors. 
A non-traditional student, she transferred to MSU from Maysville Community College in the 
fall of 1995 and specializes in two-dimensional artwork, primarily painting and printmaking. Her 
work currently is on exhibit at the Loudon House in Lexington, William Kenton Gallery at the 
Kentucky Horse Park and in Images from the Mountains, a juried traveling show sponsored by 
Appalshop. She also has a two-person show at Maysville Community College. 
Named the 1997 Outstanding Senior in Art by the department, Telford has assisted with the 
installation of various art exhibits in MSU' s Claypool-Young gallery and Maysville Community 
College's gallery. One of her drawings has been accepted for publication in the spring 1998 edition 
oflnscape, MSU's student literary and arts magazine. She also received a fellowship from the 
Department of Art to attend an art symposium on still life painting at the Evansville (Ind.) Museum 
of Arts and Science. 
She also volunteers with a Flemingsburg cable station producing ·videos and has done 
volunteer work with the Licking Valley Community Action Adult Day Care program. 
A graduate of Villa Madonna, Academy in Covington, she is the daughter of Doris Telford of 
Carlisle and the late George W. Telford. She plans to enroll at MSU ·again this January as a graduate 
' ' --
student in art. 
Once the d_egrees are conferred, the new graduates will be inducted into the MSU Alumni .. 
Association by its president, H. JackWebb of Ashland. · · 
Dr. Don Flatt, professor ementus of history and the 1997 Distinguished Teacher Award 
recipient, will be grand 'marshal, assisted by Dr. Frances Helphinstine, professor of English, as faculty 
marshal. 
Student marshals will be Terry Cox of Shepherdsville, representing Graduate Programs; 
Robert A. Cooper ofMorehead,College of Science and Technology; Anna Littleton of Olive Hill, 
College of Business; Ella Watkins oflvel, College ofEducation and Behavioral Sciences, and Alexa 
Woell of Morehead, Caudill College ofHumanities. 
Immediately following commencement, the MSU Alumni Association will sponsor individual 
college receptions for graduates and their families with the college deans as hosts. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 9, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Camden-Carroll Library is reorganizing to 
become more user friendly, according to Julia Lewis, head librarian in the government documents 
and graphic arts section. 
"The government documents, which are hidden away on the fourth floor, will be moved to 
the second floor behind the reference desk," Lewis said. "We will eliminate the graphic arts section." 
Other changes in the reorganization are: 
*Housing circulating government CD-ROMs in the Learning Resource Center. 
*Adding shelving to the fourth floor to hold the MAIN-GEN 900's and oversize books. 
*Moving ERlC documents on microfiche to periodicals department. 
*Moving other microform collections and map collection to the reference department. 
"Plans are that the moves will be completed over the holiday break," Lewis said. "Once the 
moves are completed, maps will be posted around the library and our staff will be glad to provide 
assistance," she said. "We believe these changes will make the government documents more 
accessible and the library's traffic flow much easier." 
Additional information about the changes is available by calling Lewis at (606) 783-2160 or 
Carol Nutter, head librarian for the reference department, at 783-5110. 
db 
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Dec. 9, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Ifyou watch the news on Morehead State University's NewsCenter 12, 
you will see Tim Creekmore's influence rolling before your eyes. You also will hear what he has 
been teaching his students. 
NewsCenter 12 originates live from the campus and is cablecast locally on the FrontierVision 
cable system on channel 12. The show is written, produced and taped by MSU students in the 
Department of Communications. 
As mass communications lab supervisor, Creekmore is responsible for teaching students the 
many aspects of video and audio production. In other words, he is responsible for what one sees and 
hears on channel 12. 
When students first enter Creekmore's class, they sometimes don't know any more about the . . 
news than flipping the remote. He teaches his student~ what goes m1 behind the camera. They learn 
not only to tape, but to direct, read;md write the news. 
Close ups, wide angle, and head shots are all used to .give the news.the best effect. Those are . . . 
the things most visual about NewsCenter 12. That's what vie see·. What we don't see is the split 
second timing, the skill-required by the director to direct cameras, crew and any video tape that is to 
be shown during the show. Sitting inside the co"ntrol booth you can watch the students work, make"' 
. -" • I 
mistakes and learn from them. 
"I just sit back and watch, if any~ne makes a mistake, I talk to them after the show," 
Creekmore said. Even though the cast and crew have a· run through of the show before air time, 
mistakes can still happen. Tapes can be defective, audio can go off, and the human errors made by a 




Creekmore has been lab supervisor at the University for two years, in the same department 
where he learned what he now teaches. 
"I was at another school, with 40 people in a class and 20 in a lab. I knew there had to be a· 
better way to learn the things I wanted to know. And I wanted to know everything about video 
production," Creekmore said. 
After a visit to his adviser, Creekmore decided to transfer to MSU. "I chose here because I 
am from Lexington and I wanted to stay in Kentucky." He believes he made the right choice; his 
grades went up, he took more pleasure in school and he was finally where he wanted to be. 
Creekmore received a bachelor's degree from MSU in 1991 then remained at the University 
' -. - . 
' where he completed a master's degree while working in TV productions as a graduate assistant. 
After earning the graduate degree," Creekmore moved around, working in Kentucky and 
West Virginia. When he realized that he didn't want to live there anymore, he decided to return to 
. . . 
the place where he had felt most corhfortable, MSu.·· "i read about this ja"b and said, 'I gotta go, I 
gotta go back there.' I thought this was the best place for me at the time," he said. Creekmore then· 
I . ' 
started teaching what he had learned::_ ' · 
Upon his return to MSlJ,_ Creekmore took-oveiimpervisioil of the audio and video labs for 
' 
the Department of Communications a~d became tiie adviser for NewsCeriter_.JZ. He immediately 
~- " ~ 
began to settle into the routme of teaching: 
Creekmore tries to maintain a rapport with.the students that reaches beyond the classroom .. 
·' ' . 
"I believe that I have to have·that Jdnd:of relationshlp for thls·to work," he said. "MSU has been 
, I 
' .. 
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Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 9, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's College of Business has been awarded 
a $23,182 grant to fund the Kentucky Real Estate Education Foundation Center. 
The center, funded by the Kentucky Real Estate Education Foundation, will allow MSU to 
provide continuing education for real estate professionals in the University's service region . 
. . 
MSU was awarded the gnii]t because of its efforts in" distance learning, according to . 
Wilson Grier, former director of MSU's Small Business Development Center who is director of . ' 
the new Center. What began with a faculty presentation at a conferens:e on the benefits of 
distance learning led to meetings with Foundation officials. The grant -was later awarded. 
' . . - i - ' 
' ' ~·' ' ' ' ,,·. ,. 
The grant calls for a w~kly trammg seniinar tlllgb't!by: distance learning to originate from 
the Combs Building on campus! "'rhere.are more than 20,000 licensed real estate professionals 
.-· ~--- -~ _· " . . . .. . -
... 
in the state, and they __ ~ust complete. six hours of~on~umg_ ectucation·ai)J.!ually," Grier said. 
-. .. . . __ -· -~'.:~~-.-.. . . • .· " ' . ;~.J ' -_ \;~; • 0 
Among the topics for semmars. are technology .ill· real estate, real estttte s~rv1ces over the mtemet, 
,; - . . --.• ~.:¥:·. 
Kentucky law as it applies to re;ll estate and radpn testing. 
- . ' .. ' ' 
I' ·' '· '. <'·· • 
In addition to the climp(is !location, the se~lnaf_ wW be' ~vailable at MSU' s extended 
campus centers in Ashland, Prestonsburg, West Liberty and Jackson. 
' . 
The grant will provide funding foj the project.uiitil Jurie' 30, 1998. 
Additional information is available from Grier at (606) 783-2357 or Dr. Michael Carrell, 
dean of the college, at (606) 783-2174. 
####. 
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Dec. 10,1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Morehead State University students who are members of the 
Speech Team advanced to the final rounds in a tournament at Transylvania University in Lexington 
recently. 
Tony Caudill, Morehead sophomore and the son of Gene Caudill, finished in fifth place in 
after-dinner speaking and sixth place in impromptu spe~;tking. Angel Skipwith, LouisviUe 
sophomore and daughter of Phillips Skipwith, tied for fifth place in informative speaking. 
Additional information is available by calling Lisa Shemwell, Speech Team coach, at (606) 
783-2103. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---WMKY 90.3 FM, Morehead State University's listener supported 
public radio station will offer some special programs for the holiday season. The lineup includes: 
Saturday, Dec. 13, 2 p.m., "Folk Samprer: Christmas." 
Sunday, Dec. 14, 4 p.m., "Rabbit Ears Radio: 'The Savior is Born'," narrated by Morgan 
Freeman.; it will be followed by "Focus: Holiday Choral Festival from MSU" at 4:30p.m. 
Monday through Friday, Dec. 15-19, 9 a.m., "Holiday All Request Week on 'Classical 
Music'." WMKY's gift to classical music fans. with reports from the Music Education Outreach 
Project at noon each day. 
Friday, Dec. 19, 1 p.m., "Chanukah Lights '97" with readings by NPR's Susan Stamberg 
and Murray Horwitz. 
Saturday, Dec. 20, 7 a.m., "Rabbit Ears Radio: 'The Night Before Christmas'," as told by 
Meryl Streep. At II a.m., it's "Thistle & Shamrock: Season's Greetings," Celtic holiday music. 
"Folk Sampler: Christmas (Part 2)" is set for 2 p.m.; then at 3 p.m., "Friends and Folk: Christmas 
Program" airs with WMKY's Steve Young, Glenn Buckner and Harvey Pennington who will offer 
songs by the Kingston Trio, John McCutcheon, and others. "Mountain Stage: Holiday Show" airs 
at 6 p.m., featuring the Nitty Gritty Din Band and The Bobs. 
Sunday, Dec. 21, noon; "Schickele Mix: Keeping Christmas" with music from Canterbury 
Choristers, Wynton Marsalis Quintet and the Chipmunks. "National City Holiday Sounds" airs at 
I p.m. with the Louisville Orchestra and Cathedral of the Assumption Choir, followed by "A Celtic 
Christmas" with Martin Sheen at 4 p.m. 
Monday, Dec. 22, 1 p.m., "A Renaissance Christmas," with the BBC Singers, joined by the 
Rose Consort of Viols. 
Tuesday, Dec. 23, 1 p.m., "Classical Christmas Around the World," a world holiday tour 
-
with the U.S. Coast Guard Band and Christmas melodies from Germany, Italy and Russia. 
Wednesday, Dec."24, 9 a.11_1., "News of Great Joy" by his Majestie's Clerkes, one of 
America's leading a cappella vocal ensembles. At 10 a.m. "The Virgin Consort" airs with vocal 
ensembles from New York's Church of St. Mary the Virgin, followed at II a.m. by "Messiah," by 
Robert Shaw at the Atlanta Symphony, one of America's legendary choral conductors. 
(MORE) 
WMKY Holiday Specials 
2-2-2-2-2 
The day continues at 9 p.m. with "Jazz Piano Christmas" as Bill Cosby hosts a gathering of 
keyboard greats. At 10 p.m., it's "Jazz Christmas," which will feature holiday favorites by several 
artists including Aaron Neville, CeCe Winans, Ella Fitzgerald and Frank Sinatra. 
Thursday, Dec. 25, 9 a.m., "A Christmas Carol," read by Jonathan Winters. The comedian 
will read his rendition ofDicken's work. At 10 a.m., it's "The Glory of Christmas," a choral music 
concert from the Organ Repertory Singers. "Christmas Music," classical music from National Public 
Radio, will begin at II a.m. 
The special programming will continue later that day when "Breaking up Christmas: A Blue 
Ridge Mountain Holiday'' begins at 9 p.m. Featured will be string band traditional music and 
regional stories. At 10 p.m., it's "Jazz Guitar Christmas" with Cartoonist Gary Larson as host of 
some of America's finest jazz guitar masters. Actress Andrea Martin will read Barbara Robinson's 
"The Best Christmas Pageant Ever," beginning at II p.m. 
Friday, Dec. 26, 1 p.m., "Peter and Wendy," California Artists and Radio Theatre' 
presentation of a new adaptation ofJ. M. Barrie's classic "Peter Pan." 
Saturday, Dec. 27, 11 a.m., "Thistle & Shamrock: Winterfest," featuring seasonal music 
·with Loreena McKennitt and Wolfstone. At 2 p.m., "Folk Sampler: 1997 in Review" airs, with 
"Portraits In Blue: Christmas Blues" set for 9 p.m. 
Sunday, Dec. 28, 4 p.m., "The Capitol Steps," a review of 1997 by Washington's own 
political satire troupe. 
Wednesday, Dec. 31, 9 p.m., "Fiddling Extravaganza from the Mountain Arts Center," 
features Don Rigsby, Angie Carriere, Kentucky Country and David Morris, "Cognac Hennessy New 
Year's Eve Coast to Coast" will run from 10 p.m. until I a.m. and feature jazz live from New 
Orleans and New York City. 
Saturday, Jan. 3, 2 p.m., "Folk Sampler: 1997 In Review (Part 2)." At 9 p.m., it's 
"Portraits In Blue: The Best of 1997." 
Sunday, Jan. 18, 4 p.m., "Music Memorial 1997." WMKY's Paul Hitchcock will pay 
tribute to artists who passed away during the year. Featured will be Stephanie Grappelli, LaVern 
Baker, John Denver and Luther Allison. 
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HOLIDAY TREE LIGHTING AT MSU 
Morehead State University kicked off its holiday season with the annual tree lighting program 
now in its ninth year. With a light rain and cool temperatures, MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin 
was joined by children in the crowd while faculty, staff, students and members of the community 
watched as the lights on the tree glowed in the night. All other holiday lighting displays on ihe 
campus were lit at the same time. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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HOLIDAY FESTIVITIES BEGIN ATMSU 
Morehead State University students began the holiday season with the annual tree lighting 
program. As part of the ceremony, John Paul Bradley, right, Ashland sophomore and Student 
Government Association vice president of fmance, read Clement Moore's "The Night Before 
Christmas" as Jason Newland, Grayson senior and past SGA president, watched. The activities, 
sponsored by SGA and various student organizations, included a party for children and a visit 
from Santa Claus. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
12-10-97py 
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SANTA MAKES STOP AT MSU 
The end of the semester is near and Morehead State University students are getting into the mood 
by sharing some holiday cheer on campus. During the children's party, Sarah Beth Jarnagin, 
daughter of John and Donna Jarnigan of Morehead, enjoyed a moment with Santa, a.k.a. 
Brandon Fraley, Grayson junior biology major and an officer in the Student Government 
Association. 
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MSU HOSTS HOLIDAY ACTIVITES FOR YOUNGSTERS 
The holiday season is a time for children and those young at heart, both of which could be found 
at Morehead State University during the annual children's party. There were lots of smiles on 
the faces of those who attended including Jacob Durden, son of Jeff Durden of Morehead, who 
worked on a project with Ginger Bottoms, Stanford sophomore. The holiday activities were 
sponsored by the Student Government Association and various student groups. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Dec. 10, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Learning is a life long process whether it is done in a classroom or 
on an excursion to a foreign land. 
Five Morehead State University students were among the 30 who attended the Kentucky 
Institute for International Studies (KIIS) summer study tour to Austria, Germany, Hungary, 
Switzerland, France and Italy during the summer. The group was accompanied by Dr. Roma 
Prindle, MSU assistant professor of music, as well as faculty members from Northern Kentucky 
University and University of Kentucky. 
While overseas, the students took courses in opera history, vocal literature and chamber 
music and all agree the experience has totally changed their lives, according to Dr. Prindle. 
Making the trip were, Michael Arthur, Irvine junior, Mindee DeLong, Carroll, Ohio, 
sophomore; Vanessa Keeton, Wurtland junior; and husband-and-wife-duo Gena True, 
Crittenden sophomore, and Jeremiili True, Corinth ·junior. 
The group traveled from Cincinnati to New York's Kennedy Airport in New York City 
and then to Munich, Germany. There they boarded~ "kamikazi" bus for Salzburg. During the 
week, the students attended classes and on weekends took the train to visit such cities as Vienna, 
Budapest, Paris, Zurich and Venice. Normal overnight accommodations were hotels at the 
various locations and "couchettes" (sleeping quarters) on the train. 
Among the historical sites they visited and things they enjoyed were the Schoenbrunn 
Palace as well as graves of Beethoven and Brahms in Vienna; Budapest which is recovering from 
years of Communist rule; Eiffel Tower, the Louvre, Notre Dame Cathedral and a boat ride on 
the Seine River in Paris; the cathedrals and a great American breakfast in Zurich, and St. Mark's 
Cathedral and gondola rides in Venice. While in Salzburg, they visited Mozart's birthplace and 
took the "Sound of Music" tour of the local sites where the movie was filmed. 
A special highlight of the trip was where the University students had an opportunity to 
perform with the choir of the historic Salzburg Cathedral, as well as giving several other concerts 




"I have a greater appreciation for music after this trip," Arthur said. "It's like you know 
it's real but you don't understand it until you experience it." In addition to the music lessons, he 
also enjoyed learning about the different cultures, noting that the atmosphere was more "laid back 
with an if it happens, it happens" attitude. He described Paris as being more like America where 
everyone is constantly needing to get somewhere. 
To add more excitement to the trip, Arthur had a flat tire when the group took a 24K bike 
ride along the Salzach River to Oberndorff, Germany, to the chapel where "Silent Night" was 
written. 
A music performance major who plays saxophone and clarinet, Arthur believes he will 
recall the lives of the composers every time he performs their music. "Now that I have seen how 
they lived, I will be more appreciative." 
All the students enjoyed a portion of the five weeks of study, Dr. Prindle said. "They 
were curious, eager to try new experiences and food, learned to speak a little German and 
handled themselves like savvy European travelers," she said. 
Funds for the overseas study tour were the result of the students' fund raising efforts 
which were matched by the MSU Foundation, Inc. Each student had to pay $800 toward the 
trip. 
Dr. Prindle will teach in Saizburg again in the summer of 1999. "You don't have to be a 
music major, but need only to possess a love for music, history and great food to go along," she 
said. 
py 
Additional information is available from Dr. Prindle at (606) 783-2481. 
### 
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MSU STUDENTS STUDY AND PERFORM OVERSEAS 
Five Morehead State University students and their teacher, Dr. Roma Prindle, (in back) MSU 
assistant professor of music, were a part of the Kentucky Institute for International Studies study 
tour this summer. Recently they took a moment to share the photographs and relive the 
"memorable" trip. The students were, from left, Michael Arthur, Irvine junior; Vanessa 
Keeton, Wurtland junior; Gena True, Crittenden sophomore; Mindee DeLong, Carroll, Ohio, 
~-~-·-~J~ sophomore, and Jeremiah True, Corinth junior. v~ 
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Dec. 10, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Otis Wesley Broderick of Carlisle has been awarded three-year Army 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship at Morehead State University. 
The scholarship will pay all tuition and most fees, according to Lt. Col. Brian K. Crotts, chair 
of the Department of Military Science. In addition, recipients receive an allotment for books and 
supplies plus a $150 monthly subsistence allowance during the next three years. 
The MSU sophomore will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the United States Army 
upon graduation and completion of the ROTC program. 
He is the son of Gary and Elaine Broderick. 
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Dec. 10, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Bret M. Hamilton of Hillsboro has been awarded a two-year Army 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship at Morehead State University. 
The scholarship will pay all tuition and most fees, according to Lt. Col. Brian K. Crotts, chair 
of the Department of Military Science. In addition, recipients receive an allotment for books and 
supplies plus a $150 monthly subsistence allowance during the next two years. 
The MSU junior will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the United States Army upon 
graduation and completion of the ROTC program. 
He is the son ofMr. and Mrs. Gary Hamilton. 
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Dec. 10, 197 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Caroline Hamm of Morehead has been awarded a two-year Arnly 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship at Morehead State University. 
The scholarship will pay all tuition and most fees, according to Lt. Col. Brian K. Crotts, chair 
of the Department of Military Science. In addition, recipients receive an allotment for books and 
supplies plus a $150 monthly subsistence allowance during the next two years. 
The MSU junior will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the United States Army upon 
graduation and completion of the ROTC program. · 
She is the daughter of Joseph and Helga Hamm. 
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Dec. 10, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Lawrence Hicks of Chesapeake, Va., has been awarded a two-year 
Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship at Morehead State University. 
The scholarship will pay all tuition and most fees, according to Lt. Col. Brian K. Crotts, chair 
of the Department of Military Science. In addition, recipients receive an allotment for books and 
supplies plus a $150 monthly subsistence allowance during the next two years. 
The MSU junior will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the United States Army upon 
graduation and completion of the ROTC program. 
He is the son of Alan and Jane Hicks. 
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Dec. 10, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jason Ison of Jeremiah has been awarded a two-year Army Reserve 
Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship at Morehead State University. 
The scholarship will pay all tuition and most fees, according to Lt. Col. Brian K. Crotts, chair 
of the Department of Military Science. In addition, recipients receive an allotment for books and 
supplies plus a $150 monthly subsistence allowance during the next two years. 
The MSU junior will be commissi9ned as a second lieutenant in the United States Army upon 
graduation and completion of the ROTC program. 
He is the son of Ronald and Susan Adams. 
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Dec. 10, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Brandon Clay Jackson of Morrow, Ohio, has been awarded a three-year 
Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship at Morehead State University. 
The scholarship will pay all tuition and most fees, according to Lt. Col. Brian K. Crotts, chair 
of the Department of Military Science. In addition, recipients receive an allotment for books and 
supplies plus a $150 monthly subsistence allowance during the next three years. 
The MSU sophomore will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the United States Army 
upon graduation and completion of the ROTC program. 
He is the son ofT om and Tammy Jackson. 
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Dec. 10, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Kristie Lynn Prater of Berlin Center, Ohio, has been awarded a 
three-year Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship at Morehead State 
University. 
The scholarship will pay approximately 85 percent of tuition and fees, according to Lt. Col. 
Brian K. Crotts, chair of the Department of Military Science. In addition, recipients receive an 
allotment for books and supplies plus a $150 monthly subsistence allowance during the next three 
years. 
The MSU sophomore will be conunissioned as a second lieutenant in the United States Army 
upon graduation and completion of the ROTC program. 
She is the daughter of Roy and Jacquelyn Prater. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Calista L. Roe of Grayson has been awarded a three-year Army 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship at Morehead State University. 
The scholarship will pay all tuition and most fees, according to Lt. Col. Brian K. Crotts, chair 
of the Department of Military Science. In addition, recipients receive an allotment for books and 
supplies plus a $150 monthly subsistence allowance during the next three years. 
The MSU sophomore will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the United States Army 
upon graduation and completion of the ROTC program. 
She is the daughter of Russell and Jewell Roe. 
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Dec.10, 1997 
FOR IMMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Matt Smith of Ashville, Ohio, has been awarded a three-year Army 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship at Morehead State University. 
The scholarship will pay all tuition and most fees, according to Lt. Col. Brian K. Crotts, chair 
of the Department of Military Science. In addition, recipients receive an allotment for books and 
supplies plus a $150 monthly subsistence allowance during the next three years. 
The MSU sophomore will be conunissioned as a second lieutenant.in the United States Army 
upon graduation and completion of the ROTC program. 
He is the son ofJohn and Nancy Smith. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Joshua Stanley of Ashland has been awarded a three-year Army 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship at Morehead State University. 
The scholarship will pay all tuition and most fees, according to Lt. Col. Brian K. Crotts, chair 
of the Department of Military Science. In addition, recipients receive an allotment for books and 
supplies plus a $150 monthly subsistence allowance during the next three years. 
The MSU sophomore will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the United States Army 
upon graduation and completion of the ROTC program. 
He is the son of Stephen and Lisa Stanley. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Shawn Stroop of Hillsboro, Ohio, has been awarded a three-year 
Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship at Morehead State University. 
The scholarship will pay all tuition and most fees, according to Lt. Col. Brian K. Crotts, chair 
of the Department of Military Science. In addition, recipients receive an allotment for books and 
supplies plus a $150 monthly subsistence allowance during the next three years. 
The MSU sophomore will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the United States Army 
upon graduation and completion of the ROTC program. 
He is the husband of Amy Rene Stroop and the son of James and Vivian Stroop. 
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MSU'S PUBLIC SAFETY HAS NEW OFFICER 
Tommy L. Jones of Morehead is a new police officer with Morehead State University's Office of 
Public Safety. The oath of office was administered recently by Carol Johnson, assistant to MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin. Jones, the son of Tom Jones and Sherry Owens, is a 1992 graduate of 
Rowan County Senior High School. A former deputy sheriff in Rowan County, he is a graduate of 
the basic police training program at the Kemucky Department of Criminal Justice Police Academy in 
Richmond. ~~~-~v 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) ~  
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Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
EKCC WARDEN VISITS MSU 
George Million, center, warden of the Eastern Kentucky Correctional Complex, recently visited 
Morehead State University to meet with faculty and staff in the Department of Sociology, Social 
Work and Corrections as well as the Institute for Correctional Research and Training staff The 
Department and the Institute have several cooperative programs with EKCC. Discussing some of 
the initiatives with Million were Dr. R. Hugh Potter, left, Institute director, and Dr. David Rudy. 
department chair. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Dec. 12, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University students studying the environment are 
invited to apply for the Morris K. Udall Scholarship that covers expenses up to $5,000 per year. 
The deadline to submit an application is March 13. 
The scholarship was established in 1992 to honor the former congressman and his legacy 
of public service. The Morris K. Udall Scholarship and Excellence in National Environmental 
Policy Foundation operates an educational scholarship program which is designed to provide 
students with careers related to environmental public policy, health care and tribal public policy. 
The Udall Foundation is committed to educating a new generation of Americans to 
preserve and protect their national heritage by recruiting and preparing individuals skilled in 
effective public policy conflict resolution, according to Dr. Joe Winstead, chair of MSU's 
Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences. 
Scholarships will be awarded in May to students who will be college juniors or seniors 
during the 1998-99 academic year. 
To be eligible, the applicant must be a full-time student enrolled in a bachelor's degree 
program and planning to pursue a career in environmental public policy. The scholarship also is 
available to Native American and Alaska Native students interested in a career related to health 
care and tribal public policy. 
In addition, students must be a legal citizen of the U.S. and be nominated by an MSU 
faculty member. Additional information is available from Dr. Winstead at (606) 783-2944. 
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Dec. 12, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---N"me Morehead State University students are members of the Rifle 
Team. 
The members are: 
Marty Colyer is the son of Lewis and Brenda Colyer of Eubank. He is a sophomore 
agricultural economics major. 
Kevin Cook, Eubank junior biology major, is the son:of Larry and Karen Cook. He is a 
' 
member of the Honors Program. : 
Mary Ellen "Meg" Gill is the daughter of William Gill of Coshocton, Ohio. She is a 
freshman history and government major. 
Mary Hafey is a junior majoring in English with a minor in history. She is from 
< ' .'. 
Maloneton. 
Rebecca Morgan of Minerva·, Ohio, is the daughter of Jeffrey Morgan. She is a 
' '\ • ',, j' w 
freshman biology mlYor. 
Stacy New of Eubank is the son of Gary New. He is a seJlior environmental science 
- . ·- ' ( " '~. ,.~, ' . 
major. - - - --- --l 
-- -
Aaron Reed, Shelbyvillejunior universitY studje~ mlYor, is the son of Charles Reed. He 
• • p ' • • • • ' •• ' • ' i _-; 
is a member of the Delta T~u Delt:i s~ciat fraternitY. - - ' --- -- --~-
Jenny Waller of Washington, Pa., is the daughter of Barbara Waller. She is a freshman 
' ,, 
English major. 
. . ' ' ' l-; ' ;' ; ' 
Martin Wheeldon, Eubank sophomore biology- rtia]or, is the'son of Jimmy Wheeldon. 
He is a member of the Honors PrOgrlun and the Student Athletic Advisory Council. 
The team is coached by Wal_t_R~b)Glof-Morehe;u(~ith assistance by New. Team captains 
are Hafey and Cook. 
Membership in the Rifle Team is open to all full-time students. After applying for 
admission, students must complete a tryout process before being accepted. 
The team participates in the Ohio Valley Conference. Most matches are held on 
Saturdays and Sundays. 
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RIFLE TEAM AT MSU 
Nine Morehead State University students are members of the Rifle Team. They include, front 
row from left, Mary Hafey, Maloneton junior; Jenny Waller, Washington, Pa., freshman; 
Mary Ellen "Meg" Gill, Coshocton, Ohio, freshman, and Rebecca Morgan, Minerva, Ohio, 
freshman. Back row from left, Walt Rybka of Morehead, coach; Martin Wheeldon, Eubank 
sophomore; Marty Colyer, Eubank freshman; Kevin Cook, Eubank freshman; Aaron Reed, 
Shelbyville junior, and Stacy New, Eubank junior. 
Conference matches. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Dec. 15, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MSU'S HOLIDAY DINNER PARTY: A Picture Story 
It was a time to indulge the inner child for more than 400 area residents as they viewed the 
holiday season "Through the Eyes of a Child" at Morehead State University's annual holiday dinner 
party Friday (Dec. 12). Hosted by MSU President and Mrs. Ronald G. Eaglin, the evening was filled 
with visual and culinary delights as well as with songs of the season and wishes for a happy holiday. 
From trees trimmed with gingerbread men cutouts, snowmen and snowflakes to the individu_ally 
decorated gingerbread houses on the table and candyland trains in the lobby, the scene evoked 
personal memories of holidays past. 
Cutlines: 
1---Socializing during the social period were Dr. Robert Hatfield, Peggy Osborne and Melanie 
Hatfield. 
2---Enjoying the hors d' oeuvres were Dr. Bud Harty, his wife Jane and Sister Mary Margaret. 
3---Even the entertainment had a youthful aura as a group of youngsters from the Morgan County 
school system helped to ring in the holidays. 
4---Led by Shelia Marshall, a chorus from Morehead Elementary School provided songs of the 
season to enhance the holiday mood of the guests. 
5---The evening provided all with an opportunity to exchange season's greetings and this group was 
no exception. Enjoying the moment were, standing from left, Diane DeMoss, Joyce Meade, Dr. 
Gerald DeMoss and Dr. Ron Dobler. Seated, from left, Dr. Les Meade and his wife Donna. 
6---Dr. David Victor and his wife Susan, seated, caught up on holiday plans with Mrs. Pat 
Greenfield, standing. 
7---Trees adorned with reminders from childhood were placed around the Crager Room to 
complement the holiday decor. 
8---Leading the guests in "Jingle Bells" before wishing everybody happy holidays were, from left, 
Dr. Charles Derrickson, who served as master of ceremonies for the evening; Bonnie Eaglin, 
MSU's first lady, Amy Fugate of Morgan County, and Dr. Eaglin. 















Pauline Young, Media Relations Director 
Advisory Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box llOO Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
EVENT: MSU's Winter Commencement 
DATE: Saturday, Dec. 20, 1997 
TIME: 10:30 a.m. 
SITE: Academic-Athletic Center 
DEGREE CANDIDATES: Nearly 500 undergraduate ·and graduate candidates for degrees to be 
conferred by MSlfPre
1
sident Ronald G. Eaglin. 
HONORARY DEGREE: L~xin~o"n philant~opist Lucille Caudill Little will receive the 




honorary Doctor Of Humanities deg~e~. 
Gt:aduat\ng senior Karen M. Telford of Carlisle. 
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Pauline Young, Media Relations Director 
Advisory Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Kids and animals often are the makings of a good story with great visuals 
and here's one coming up that might interest your audience. 
At approximately 9:30a.m. Wednesday, Dec.17, 15 fifth and 
sixth graders from Morgan County will meet the Boer goats that they 
will be responsible for raising. The event will take place in 
Richardson Arena at the MSU Farm, which is located north of 
Morehead on KY 377. 
Morehead State University is playing a role in a new agricultural initiative for Eastern 
Kentucky farm families--goat farming--as part of its outreach services through the general 
assembly's Agricultural Incentive Initiative. The University's role in the project will be to assist with 
research into breed combinations and pasture lands favorable for Eastern Kentucky. 
Larry Brown, East Valley Middle School physical education teacher and member of the 
Advisory Council for the Family Resource Center there, is spearheading what is known as the East 
Valley Goat Project, an offshoot of the Heifer Project International. HPI originally began as a 
program to place livestock in Third World Countries and now has added Appalachia and other areas 
in the United States. 
Each student will receive two female goats which have been bred. Three male goats also will 
be placed in the East Valley area. 
All parties involved with the project will be available to talk with media representatives on 
Wednesday. Should you need additional information afterwards, the telephone numbers are as 
follows: 
Larry Brown, East Valley Goat Project coordinator, 606-522-8157 
Steve Muntz, Heifer Project Int'l., regional representative, 606-497-0603 
Dr. Don Applegate, MSU associate professor, veterinary technology, 783-2671 
Dr. Lane Cowsert, chair, MSU Dept. of Agricultural Sciences, 783-2661 
#### 
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Dec. 16, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.----Morehead State University will close for the holidays at 4:30 p.m. on 
Tuesday, Dec. 23. 
Administrative offices will reopen at 8 a.m. on Monday, Jan. 5. Registration for the spring 
semester will be Jan. 15-16. Freshmen and transfer students who adv;mce registered may pay 
tuition/fees on Wednesday, Jan. 14. 
All classes begin Tuesday, Jan. 20. 
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ALUMNI ART SHOW AT MSU 
Alumni from Texas to Minnesota in addition to Kentucky are exhibiting their own works in the 
first Alumni Art Show, now through Feb. 13, in the gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building. 
More than 45 works of various media are on exhibit as part of the University's 75th anniversary 
as a state institution of higher learning. Alumni Debra Highley of Owingsville, left, and Charles 
McDaniel of Morehead were among those who attended the artists' reception. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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vlorehead State University UPO Box llOO Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
ALUMNI ART SHOW AT MSU 
Alumni from Texas to Minnesota in addition to Kentucky are exhibiting their own works in the 
first Alumni Art Show, now through Feb. 13, in the gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building. 
More than 45 works of various media are on exhibit as part of the University's 75th anniversary 
as a state institution of higher learning. Alumni Elizabeth Fisher Gonterman of LaGrange, left, 
and Melanie Smith of Cincinnati, were among those who attended the opening reception. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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GRADUATION FAIR AT MSU 
To help prepare students for graduation in December, Morehead State University's Alumni 
Association and Career Services joined forces recently for a "Graduation Fair." More than 40 
employers from a variety of fields-including medical, insurance, law enforcement and branches 
of the military-were on hand during the two-day program to answer questions about the work 
force and their particular organization. MSU alumnus Don Cox of Lexington, talked with Terri 
Holt, Louisa senior who is a philosophy major, about his work with the U.S. Secret Service . 
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Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
GRADUATION FAIR AT MSU 
To help prepare students for graduation in December, Morehead State University's Alumni 
Association and Career Services joined forces recently for a "Graduation Fair." More than 40 
employers from a variety of fields-including medical, insurance, law enforcement and branches 
of the military-were on hand during the two-day program to answer questions about the work 
force and their particular organization. Brian Williams, Piqua, Ohio, senior and a computer 
information systems major, talked with Sheila Whittaker and Randy McCleese about 
opportunities at St. Claire Medical Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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GRADUATION FAIR AT MSU 
To help prepare students for graduation in December, Morehead State University's Alumni 
Association and Career Services joined forces recently for a "Graduation Fair." More than 40 
employers from a variety of fields-including medical, insurance, law enforcement and branches 
of the military-were on hand during the two-day program to answer questions about the work 
force and their particular organization. Also available were a number of student services, such as 
cap and gown sizing and ordering of class rings. Dale Jones of the University Bookstore, left, 
assisted Orlando Allen, Louisville senior majoring in communications, in getting the right fit of 
his graduation cap. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Dec. 18, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---For 30 years, Larry Stephenson has been in the same place watching 
everyone else come and go. He has changed jobs and titles, has earned two master's degrees, one in 
education and one in higher education, all in the same place while helping others adjust to being 
away from home, starting school, and learning to be an adult. They have come and gone but he 
stayed. 
Since 1967, Stephenson has been on the campus of Morehead State University working in 
different levels of student development. He first enrolled at the University on a basketball 
scholarship only to quit school to work on the railroad. He returned to MSU and basketball when 
then coach Bobby Laughlin offered him a manager trainer job. After earning an undergraduate 
degree, he coached for three years before he returning to MSU as director of Regents Hall, then a 
hall for upperclass students, where he worked on a master's degree in education and principal 
certification. He didn't go on to become a principal though, he stayed and became director of 
housing in July 1968. He advanced from there to his current position as director of student 
activities. 
He coached high school basketball for three years before changing his goal of becoming a 
coach and a principal to stay at MSU. "I enjoy it," Stephenson said. "I like working with students." 
That is the reason he offers for staying 3 0 years. 
Changes in Eastern Kentucky brought changes at the University. New roads in the area have 
made a great impact on the enrollment and MSU has made adjustments to. encourage students to 
come here. "We have better transportation now and students can go to school anywhere they 
choose," he said. That led to one change in the. University policy that allowed freshmen to register 
and park cars on campus. 
Besides students, Stephenson has seen many others pass through here. "The Lettermen, Roy 
Orbison, and a young man named Bill Cosby, I hear he is doing quite well now," he said. "The 
Eagles, the Bee Gees, James Taylor, Ray Charles, the list goes on." Stephenson explains that the 




"During the 1960s you could get a top entertainer for $5,000 to $10,000, now that figure is 
more than $100,000 for top entertainers," he said. "Country performers are the most popular and 
usually cost less." But Stephenson notes there is still some good entertainment on campus for 
students, faculty and staff. Every Wednesday night, the Student Government Association sponsors a 
free comedy show open to the public and students with a valid I.D. card may enjoy a free movie on 
Friday nights. 
For nearly 20 years, Stephenson has been the adviser to the MSU Student Government 
Association. His job has always been to meet the needs of the students, whether it is bringing 
entertainment groups to campus or housing and government issues. He said he has always seen 
himself as "the student's advocate." 
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Dec. 18, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Morehead State University science professor whose teaching and 
administrative career has spanned nearly four decades was recently recognized by the Kentucky 
Academy of Science (KAS) as its 1997 College Level Outstanding Teacher in Science. 
Dr. John C. Philley, MSU professor emeritus of geoscience and former executive vice 
president for academic affairs, was honored by the Academy for his contributions to science 
education across the state as well as for his efforts in MSU's classrooms. The award was presented 
during the KAS annual meeting which was held at MSU. 
Describing Dr. Philley as "truly a student's educator and a staunch advocate for science 
education at all levels," one longtime colleague said: 
"At all levels, and at every opportunity, Dr. Philley stepped forward to promote science 
awareness through his support for professional development for faculty and in so doing 
demonstrated his commitment to providing MSU students the best possible learning environment at 
both the undergraduate and graduate levels." 
Dr. Philley was instrumental in the establishment of a geology major at MSU and also 
assisted in developing the University's Environmental Science major which is an interdisciplinary 
program that cuts across the natural and social sciences. 
Currently serving as secretary of the National Association of State Boards of Geology 
(ASBOG) and chair of the Kentucky Board for the Registration of Professional Geologists, he is 
active in several.professional organizations and held various offices in the KAS. 
Dr. Philley also has been involved with the state Science and Math Alliance which helps 
Eastern Kentucky science and math teachers develop new methods to enrich their instruction 
techniques. A certified professional geologist, Dr. Philley.is the author of numerous articles and 
guidebooks in his field. 
Joining the faculty in 1960, Dr. Philley was chair of the Department of Physical Science from 
1974 to 1986 when he was named dean ofMSU's former College of Arts and Sciences. He served 
as the University's chief academic officer from 1990 until retiring last spring. He currently is 
working for the University part-time on special assignment. 
Dr. Philley earned Ph.D. and M.S. degrees in geology from the University of Tennessee and 
the B.S. degree from Millsaps College in the same field. 
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KAS RECOGNIZES DR. PHILLEY 
Dr. John C. Philley, right, Morehead State University professor emeritus of geoscience and former 
executive vice president for academic affairs, was recently recognized by the Kentucky Academy of 
Science as its 1997 College Level Outstanding Teacher in Science. Presenting the award to Dr. 
Philley at the KAS annual meeting held at MSU was Marcus McEllistrem, Academy president. Dr. 
Philley, whose career as a science teacher and administrator has spanned four decades, was honored 
for his contributions to science education across the state as well as at MSU. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Dec. 18, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Several Morehead State University students and faculty members 
made presentations at the National Collegiate Honors Council Conference held recently in 
Atlanta, Ga. 
The program, which featured special conference workshops such as "Idea Exchange" and 
"Undergraduate Student Research," was attended by students from across the U.S. 
The MSU presentations and presenters were: 
*"Shaped by Traditions: the Aesthetics of Feminine Beauty and the Female Sense of 
Self," Mary Jo Netherton, associate professor of French; Becky Bainum, Wallingford junior; 
Farrah Fugett, Wheelersburg, Ohio, junior; Gena Henry, Ezeljunior, and Michelle Watkins, 
Jackson junior. 
*"Funding for Student Travel: Creative Ways to Find Money," Dr. Mac Luckey, 
professor of philosophy, with Bonnie Gray from Eastern Kentucky University. 
*"Misogynic Thought and Traditional Greek Ideology," Tami Osborne, Hazard 
freshman, and Kara Beth Stinson, Isonville sophomore. 
*"Cultivation of the Intellect in Honors 101," Dawn Brown, Kewanee, Ill., sophomore; 
Lee Remington, Mt. Washington sophomore, and Dr. Luckey. 
*"Shakespeare: To Be or Not to be Reinvented? Examining the Modernization of the 
Traditional Bard," Dr. Glenn Rogers, former professor of English; Katie A. Evans, Ashland 
junior; Kristy Noble, Jackson junior; Michelle Rucker, Harrison, Ohio, junior, and Henry. 
*"Satan's Revolt Redefmed: Its Literary Interpretations and Political Implications," Dr. 
Loreta Visomirskyte, former assistant professor of English; Allyson Cox, Frankfort junior, and 
Charles Shroll, Greenup senior. 
*"Busting the Boomers' Investment Traditions: Generation X Investors Are Arriving," 
Dr. Robert Albert, assistant professor of fmance, Evans and Noble. 





*"Missing the Point: Traditional Biases in the Gay Rights and Women's Movements," 
Stephen Whitaker, Somerset senior. 
*"Friendship and Education: Traditional Greek Views," Dr. Dayna Brown, associate 
professor of health, physical education and recreation; Misty Abel, New Haven sophomore; 
Brandi Dent, Jeannette, Pa., sophomore; Catherine Hinton, Flemingsburg sophomore, and 
Elizabeth Payne, South Point, Ohio, sophomore. 
*"Kentucky's First Fighting Editor: Joseph M. Street," Jennifer Griffm, Elkhorn City 
senior. 
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Dec. 19, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State University Rifle teams emerged victorious in a 
home match against Rose-Hulman Institute from Terre-Haute, Ind., recently. 
Before the match began, the MSU teams were surprised to fmd that earlier rains had 
flooded the hallway entrance to the range in the basement of Button Auditorium. The MSU , 
coach and team members hustled to clear out the water bringing a small pump into action. By the 
time the Rose-Hulman shooters arrived, the_ access was almost dry. 
The MSU men's and women's teams boih·went on to victory in the Rose-Hulman 
competition. The men's team shot a 4427 smallbore score and-the Women's team a 4295 to beat 
. .·. - -
Rose-Hulman's 4152. In ~he Air p?ase, the men's team shot a 1496; just barely beating the 
i ' • ' • \. 
women's 1492 team, both. topping Rose-Hulman's 1399. The high scorers for MSU in smallbore 
' ' ' ' 
were Kevin Cook, EubaDkjtinior, Vlith 1124 and Jenny W:aller, Wa8hi1lgton, Pa., freshman, 
with 1127. In the air match, the high scores were:sh.ot_by'Rebeeca-Morgan, Minerva, Ohio, 
freshman, (380) and Martin W~eeldo~, E~bank ~~ph~htore, (379). 
On Dec. 6, the MSU.tealllshosted hvo sep~te afr mat~ht<s.- The women's team shot 
against the Austin Peay State Uni~e~sitywomen:s t~and·b~t·th~m;;i454 to 1266. Morgan 
' .. " -- . . . .. -- ·- _. _, '' 
.was once again the high ~hooter forMSU with a 372.' ''fhe men's teari:d!osted the University of 
- '" ·-
Cincinnati and out shot them 1106 to 999. Aaron Reed, Shelbyville junior, was the top shooter 
for MSU with a 379. 
, j <• I : ' ;I ' 
Additional information cin the Rifle teams is available from· Walt Rybka, team coach, at 
(606) 784-9451. 
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MSU EMPLOYEES RECOGNIZED 
Morehead State University recently recognized the contributions of two groups offaculty and staff 
members. Honored at a luncheon were employees with 30 plus years of service and those who 
retired from March 1997 through December 1997. MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin presented each 
with a gold watch. Among those on hand for the event were, front row from left, Carolyn Taylor, 
retiree; Marium Williams, retiree; Joyce Meredith, service; David Saxon, service; Ray Bernardi, 
retiree, Steve Schafer, retiree, and Harold Howard, retiree. Second row, from left, President Eaglin, 
Jean Flannery, retiree; Francis Osborne, retiree; Richard Daniel, retiree; Nolie Kidd, retiree; Robert 
Wolfe, retiree, Jean Patrick, retiree, and Larry Keenan, service. Third row, from left, Steve Young, 
retiree; Gorden Nolen, service; Charles Hicks, retiree; Bob Lindahl, retiree; John Alcorn, retiree; 
Jack Wilson, retiree; Larry Stephenson, service, and Nell Bland, retiree. Honorees not in the picture 
were Buford Crager, service; Janice Brumagen, John Graham, Jerry Howell, Glenn Rogers, Judy 
Rogers, George Tapp, Barbara Trent, Rodger Carlson, James Gotsick, Ryan Howard, Wayne 
Lawson, Gary Messer and James Dougherty, retirees. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COACHING OUT OF BOUNDS 
Morehead State University Head Basketball Coach Kyle Macy took coaching off campus when he 
volunteered for Nationru Collegiate Coaches Reading Month. Macy visited Farmers Elementary 
School where he provided Jennifer Muse with a little one-on-one. The activity was coordinated 
through the University's MSUCorps program. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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'A DIFFERENT CHALLENGE' 
Morehead State University basketball players were part of a reading circle at Farmers Elementary 
School where they joined Coach Kyle Macy for National Collegiate Coaches Reading Month. 
Participating in the program were, from left, Eagles Aaron Knight, a Louisville freshman, and 
Chris Stone, a Sadieville senior, who talked with Brandon Fultz, Allen Adams and Zachary 
Mayse. The activity was coordinated through the University's MSUCorps program. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Dec. 19, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---When Carolyn Taylor suggested to one of her sewing classes that they 
make gowns for premature, stillborn infants and premature infants who died shortly after birth, the 
class responded with a genuine compassion for the infants and mothers. 
The goWns, called "Angel Gowns," were a concept Taylor, an associate professor of human 
sciences at Morehead State University, learned about from a feature story about a woman in 
Winchester who made them for the local hospital. "I read the story and decided to write the woman 
for a copy of the pattern," Taylor said. "I thought.this would be a good project for my HS 141 
Introduction to Textiles and Clothing class." 
The pattern came in three sizes: small, medium and large. "The students couldn't believe the 
small size actually fit a baby, the smallest one was only about five inches long," Taylor said. 
Some infants born prematurely or stillborn may weigh v~ry little. '~It is hard to find clothing 
to fit infants that small," Taylor said. "Forlhose in n~ed;, I believe this was a much appreciated 
' ' ' -
service." \,. ' 
The students took the project seriously as they. sewed the little flannel gowns and matching 
.· 
caps, Taylor noted. "Each student .Worked diligently to do their verj best work." 
After the 14 go~s were compieted; the students pre~ented them tci the nursery at St. Claire 
. . ' .· ' 
Medical Center in Morehead. 
In addition to class credit, the students receiv;d a Service Learning certificate for 10 hours. of 
community service. "I wanted my· students to. do ·this p;pject because it .a good experience and the 
students believed they were making a contribution," Taylor said. "After all, human sciences is a 
service oriented profession." 
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SEWING FOR A GOOD CAUSE 
Morehead State University students made "Angel Gowns" for St. Claire Medical Center's nursery to 
be used for premature, stillborn infants and premature infants who died shortly after birth. Preparing 
the material for cutting the tiny gowns were, from left, Deana Howard, Hardy freshman; Kelli 
Brooks, South Williamson freshman; Megan Powell; Loveland, Ohio, senior; Wendy Holland, 
Louisville senior, and Ginny Murphy, Ypsilanti, Mich., junior. For their work on the project, the 
MSU students received college credit and a Service Learning certificate. /), ... AA A /,A ..J ~-?"h.···'> 
~·-!!Wo )1:;::; 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) ~~ : 
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SEWING FOR A GOOD CAUSE 
Morehead State University students made "Angel Gowns" for St. Claire Medical Center's nursery to 
be used for premature, stillborn infants and premature infants who died shortly after birth. Preparing 
the material for cutting the tiny flannel gowns were, from left, Susie Gullett, Flatwoods senior; 
Jennifer Caudill, Hindman junior; Tami Hart, Clearfield junior, and Christi Stewart, West Liberty 
senior. For their work on the project, the MSU students received college credit and a Service 
Learning certificate. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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SEWING FOR A GOOD CAUSE 
Morehead State University students made "Angel Gowns" for St. Claire Medical Center's nursery to 
be used for premature, stillborn infants and premature infants who died shortly after birth. Sewing 
the tiny gowns was Becky Newsome, Pikeville senior, as Kristin Bowling, Dorton senior, watches. 
For their work on the project, the MSU students received college credit and a Service Learning 
certificate. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Morehead State University students will make presentations at 
the bi-annual meeting of the Phi Alpha Theta National Historical Honors Society in Albuquerque, 
N.M., Dec. 26-29. 
The students, both history majors, are: 
*Jennifer Griffm, Elkhorn City senior and the daughter of Darrel Griffin, will present 
"The Romanization of Palestine as Seen Through King Herod's Caesarea." 
*Nathan Kiser, South Shore senior and the son of Joyce Kiser, will present 
"Remembering Vietnam Through the Oral Histories ofVeterans." 
. .~ .··. . ' 
They will be accompanied by Dr. Cliarl!'s .MacKay, assistant professor of history and the 
chapter's adviser, who will· chair a session at the conference. 
Normally only one representative from each chaPter attends the conference but because 
' ' ,' 
both papers were so impressive, Dr. MacKay asked I}~tional headquarters to allow both students 
' • i '': 
'' to make presentations. , . _. :~ .,_. 
"These two are excellent $ttid~9ts ~itl).
1
good wrlt~~ and research skills," Dr. MacKay 
said. Griffm won the "Best Undergradua~ Pape;" in 1996,~pring~semester and Kiser has 
' .. . . / ":.·~~ 
presented two papers at· regional conferences. ... .. : . ' ) ' ' •. ,. H 
' ' ' ·' 
Both students are members' of the University's chapter of Phl Alp~~ Theta history honors 
' ' 
society. To be eligible for membership in the organization, a student must have at least a 3.0 
overall grade point average and ba~e compi~ted at least 12 hours,in history with a 3.0 gpa. 
' . , ~ ' , ·, 'L . '-. 
Dr. MacKay is in his third year of teaching at MSU wliere he specializes in modern 
European history, especially FrenchRevolutionand Napoleon. H~ earned the Ph.D. degree from 
. " , I , ' 
Florida State University in 1995. 
#### 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students from Morehead State University answered the challenge 
and volunteered to serve as tutors for children in early elementary school. The program, 
America Reads Challenge, encourages federal work study students to help children read better by 
the end of the third grade. 
The University's MSUCorps Program served as facilitator for the event with seven 
students taking part in tutoring sessions at Rodburn Elementary School. Steve Swim, coordinator 
of MSUCorps, and Joel Pace, fmancial aid counselor, provided encouragement to the tutors, 
some of whom were first time-instructors. 
. I 
Participating in the progl'liAr were: 
:• ' "'~ ''' ' 
*Lisa Eichelberger, a freshman special education major, is·the daughter of Kim and Bill 
• t • • 
Eichelberger of South Charlestrin, Ohio. She is .a member of the :Gdy Eagles basketball team 
• - ' ·;' /c•' 
and Fellowship of Christian Athletes. 
*Julie Evans, a graduat~ student from. Morehead, is an educatim1 major with an emphasis 
' - ·- . ' -
on grades K-4. She is an alumnus of Delta Zeta sor<?rity. 
*Amanda Gauze, a senior elementary educatioh and: English major, is the daughter of 
. ' "' - '- : ~· 
Karen and Darrell Gauze of Louisa. She is a riieffiber-of Kappa Delta Pi international honor 
" - • j - ' -
society. 
*Stephanie D. Howell, a senior- elementaiy,-educ;lJ.tion, is the daught~r of Diane and Jerry 
Howell of New Carlisle, Ohio: ' · . · . - ·· ·· · . '-
*Angela Lilly, a senior elementary education and science major, is the daughter of Wanda 
and James Conley and wife of Stepheq Lilly of Engle"!ood, Ohio. She is a member of Kappa 
Delta Pi international honor soci~cy: · : . .. . ; .· : t. ' 
*Chip Schoumacher, a freshman education ,major, is the son of Markay and Roger . ' 
Schoumacher of Cincinnati, Ohio (Hamblin-Drive -45255). 
' ' ' '' 
*Michael D. Short, a Morehead senior-special-education major with an emphasis on 
grades 5-8, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Short. 
#### 
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'A DIFFERENT CHALLENGE' 
Morehead State University students participated as volunteers in the America Reads Challenge, a 
federal program. As part of a proposal by President Bill Clinton, federal work study students 
serve as tutors to help children read better by the end of the third grade. Rodburn Elementary 
School student Kayla Carter of Rowan County, left, received instruction from Stephanie Howell, 
a senior from New Carlisle, Ohio. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box llOO Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
'A DIFFERENT CHALLENGE' 
Morehead State University students participated as volunteers in the America Reads Challenge, a 
federal program. As part of a proposal by President Bill Clinton, federal work study students 
serve as tutors to help children read better by the end of the third grade. Rodburn Elementary 
School students Sara Kissinger, left, and Brad Calton of Rowan County received instruction from 
Amanda Gauze, Louisa senior. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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'A DIFFERENT CHALLENGE' 
Morehead State University students participated as volunteers in the America Reads Challenge, a 
federal program. As part of a proposal by President Bill Clinton, federal work study students 
serve as tutors to help children read better by the end of the third grade. Rodbum Elementary 
School student Hale Burton received instruction from Julie Evans, Morehead graduate student. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
'A DIFFERENT CHALLENGE' 
Morehead State University students participated as volunteers in the America Reads Challenge, a 
federal program. As part of a proposal by President Bill Clinton, federal work study students 
serve as tutors to help children read better by the end of the third grade. Angela Lilly, left, a 
senior from Englewood, Ohio, played a number card game with Rodburn Elementary School 
student5 Christina Austin and Heather Martin. right. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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'A DIFFERENT CHALLENGE' 
Morehead State University students participated as volunteers in the America Reads Challenge, a 
federal program. As part of a proposal by President Bill Clinton, federal work study students 
serve as tutors to help children read better by the end of the third grade. Lisa Eichelberger, a 
freshman from South Charleston, Ohio, helped students at Radburn Elementary School with a 
math assignment. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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'A DIFFERENT CHALLENGE' 
Morehead State University students participated as volunteers in the America Reads Challenge, a 
federal program. As part of a proposal by President Bill Clinton, federal work study students 
serve as tutors to help children read better by the end of the third grade. Chip Schounacher, a 
freshman from Cincinnati, Ohio, offered assistance to Rodburn Elementary School student 
Daniel Austin. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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'A DIFFERENT CHALLENGE' 
Morehead State University students participated as volunteers in the America Reads Challenge, a 
federal program. As part of a proposal by President Bill Clinton, federal work study students 
serve as tutors to help children read better by the end of the third grade. Micheal Short, center, 
Morehead senior, worked with Rodburn Elementary School students Billy Colten, left, and 
Brandon Wease. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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SPECIAL TO TIIE liCKING VALLEY COURIER 
MSU liCKING VALLEY CENTER'S OPEN HOUSE: A Picture Story 
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.---Even the sun shone brightly as friends, legislators and members 
of the community gathered recently to celebrate the 1Oth anniversary of the establishment of 
Morehead State-University's Licking Valley Extended Campus Center. 
The LVECC opened its doors in fall1987 with funding from MSU, the Kentucky 
Department of Education, the Kentucky Literacy Commission, the Eastern Kentucky 
Concentrated Employment Program, Inc., the KentUcky Department of Employment Service 
(JTPA funds) and the GED Foundation. Dr. Jonell Tobin"o:f'West Liberty has been the Center's 
only director. .. 
The center's college class:offerings pave ~rown from five with.}m enrollment of 67 in 
1987 to 35 classes this fall· with 351 students; Its services continue to. li](pand with several 
literacy programs, including ari adl!lt-leainmg ce11t~r to' assfst adults_p;eparing for the GED which 
• ' • ' • - ' •• < ') ' ' 
is administered at the center. It also plays'ajl integrat:pa,rt iri the-Labor Market #19 School-to-
. ' . -· .. ' - .... f 
Work and the One Stop Career C~nter progranis. . - .. 
While the anniversary celebration was held_ mid-week, in.the p}iddle of the afternoon, the 
Center overflowed with gteeters :md 'Yeli-\\'ishers<~ho tallc~ of ~e acco~plishments that had 
been made possible by its presence. 
Bringing greetings from· the various constituencies were: state Sen. Walter Blevins, state 
\ :_ 
Rep. John Will Stacy, Rodney "Biz" 'Cain, Workfon;:e Ca1:Jinet S~retary; Karen Schmalzbauer, 
Kentucky Department of Education;. Joe Dan Gold, superintendent of Morgan County schools; 
' • f 
George Million, warden at Eastern Kentucky Correctional Complex; MSU Board of Regents 
member Helen C. Pennington of West Lib~rt; and L:M. "So~y" Jones of Frankfort, BOR 
chair, and MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin. Geraldine Peters Carter, aGED graduate at the 
center who completed a bachelor's degree at MSU and is currently working on a doctorate at the 
University of Kentucky, was the guest speaker. Dennis Chaney, chair of the MSU-LVECC 
Advisory Board, served as master of ceremonies. 
(MORE) 
LVECC Open House 
2-2-2-2-2 
Cutlines: 
1---Dennis Chaney, chair of the MSU-LVECC Advisory Board, presented Dr. Jonell Tobin, 
center director, with an engraved memento in appreciation for guiding the center through its 
establishment and for dedicated service during the last 10 years. 
2---A surprised director, Dr. Jonell Tobin, accepted the accolades for her contributions to the 
center. Applauding the occasion are, from left, Geraldine Peters Carter, L.M. "Sonny" 
Jones, Dr. Ronald G. Eaglin, Advisory Board Chair Dennis Chaney and state Rep. John Will 
Stacy. 
3---During the program, L.M. "Sonny" Jones, MSU Board of Regents chair, presented Jessica 
Fultz Barnhart of Morgan County with a scholarship in recognition of scholastic achievement 
and outstanding leadership in school and community activities. Currently a full-time 
freshman at the LVECC, Barnhart was the center's 1997-GED honor graduate. She hopes to 
complete a bachelor's degree and become a teach~r . . ' 
4---Enjoying refreshments after the program were Naomi Collins, left, adult education instructor; 
Dennis Chaney, chair of the MSU-LVECC Advisory Board, lind Mary Stewart, retired 
Morgan County schoolteacher and an instructor at the center. '•, 
(MSU photos by Tim Holbrook) 1 
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ATTN: Please hold this photo for use after Jan. 4, 1998, as MSU 's offices will be closed until 
Monday, Jan. 5. Thank you. 
Phot Pauline Young, Media Relations Director Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 4035!-1689 606-783-2030 
MSU HISTORY PUBLISHED 
Dr. Don Flatt, left, Morehead State University professor of history, presented the first copy of his 
newly published history of the institution to MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin. The book, "A Light 
to the Mountains: Morehead State University !887-1997," was published as part ofMSU's 75th 
anniversary as a public institution. Containing more than I 00 photographs, the book chronicles the 
lives and events which have shaped the "University of the Mountains" over the years since its 
founding in 1887 as Morehead Normal School. The book was published by the Jesse Stuart 
Foundation. Copies may be ordered by calling the MSU Alumni Association at (606) 783-2080 or 
toll-free at (800) 783-ALUM. Morehead News, STATEment, Daily Independent, Appalachian 
News-Express, Floyd County Times, Ledger Independent, 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) Bath County News-Outlook, Big Sandy News, Mountain Eagle, 
. Letcher County News-Press, Licking Valley Courier, Elliott 
12-22-97JYcounty News, Wolfe County News, Mt. Sterling Advocate, Journal Enquirer, Flemingsburg 
Gazette, Fleming Shopper, Greenup News-Times, Jackson Times, Breathitt County Voice, 
Paintsville Herald, Weekly Progress, Salyersville Herald-Voice, Mountain 
Citizen, Nicholas 
·Pho.to-~~~ Pauline Young, Media Relations Director 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
MSU STUDENTS EXHmiT WORKS 
Several Morehead State University students enrolled in a painting class in the Department of Art 
exhibited their works in the Adron Doran University Center this month. The works were the 
result of a class assignment to complete a self-portrait in the style of a famous artist. Karen 
Killeri, a Mt. Sterling junior, chose the style of Richard Lindner to imitate. Dixon Ferrell, 
associate professor of art, taught the Painting Techniques I class. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
MSU STUDENTS EXHIBIT WORKS 
Several Morehead State University students enrolled in a painting class in the Department of Art 
exhibited their works in the Adron Doran University Center this month. The works were the 
result of a class assigmnent to complete a self-portrait in the style of a famous artist. Kellie 
Gussler, an Ashland junior, chose the style of Pablo Picasso to imitate. Dixon Ferrell, associate 
professor of art, taught the Painting Techniques I class. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU STUDENTS EXHffiiT WORKS 
Several Morehead State University students enrolled in a painting class in the Department of Art 
exhibited their works in the Adron Doran University Center this month. The works were the 
result of a class assignment to complete a self-portrait in the style of a famous artist. Kyle 
Hopkins, a Whitesburg sophomore, chose the style of Rene Magritte to imitate. Dixon Ferrell, 
associate professor of art, taught the Painting Techniques I class. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---" Anything is possible" was the message given to Morehead State 
University's winter graduates at commencement ceremonies on Saturday (Dec. 20). 
Urging her classmates to accept this ~deceptively simple" truth was Karen M. Telford of 
Carlisle, who was among the nearly 500 undergraduate and graduate candidates upon whom 
MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin conferred degrees. 
Telford, the student speaker, took the opportunity to recognize the great teac~ers of her 
life who encouraged her to further ;her ectucation .. Aniong those singled out were William F. 
Thomas and Ronald G. Thomas, ~o MSU alumni who taught her as adjunct professors at 
Maysville Community Colleg(l; R~bert F~ini and'Dr. Ry~-Howard, members of the MSU art .. 
faculty; her mother Doris ~elford and b.er father; the late George w·. T~lford. 
- . . ~ 
Telford, a cancer survivor, said that her illness "taught me to·learn all you can, but to 
question all you are taught. Don't waste.lq10wledge or opportunity.; don't waste resources, be 
. . ' ',· 
they planetary or personal, and above all don 't.:wast(l' time,'' the <;lean's list student, who earned 
her A.B. degree in art with hon~rs: cbntinued: -" _ <.i •. ~ _. _· 
" ... " . . . - . -
In addition to the students receiving degrees, ·philanthropist Lucille Caudill Little was 
presented the honorary-Doctor ofl!u~anitie·s-degree;for_her efi~rt~_ t~l~rcitte a better life for 
residents of Central and Ea~teru K~n~~ky. JoluiRo:e~b~r; ofPresto~sB11rg, representing 
MSU's Board of Regents, made the presentation. 
Little, a Rowan County natlve,.was·des~ri)Jed' as a champion of education and arts as well 
' ,,; '. 
as a visionary and community leader. In ac~ting'the ·degree, she told the audience of nearly 
4,000 that anything she had achieved'.in life "I attribute -to the wonderful background she received 
in Morehead and Rowan County." · 
Following the conferring of degrees, the University's newest alumni were inducted into 
the MSU Alumni Association by Jack Webb of Ashland, the associatipn president. The new 
graduates join more than 40,000 alumni nationwide and abroad. 
#### 
Pauline Young, Media Relations Director 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-Hi89 606-783-2030 
MSU HONORS ROWAN COUNTY NATIVE 
In addition to the nearly 500 undergraduate and graduate degrees awarded during Winter 
Commencement on Saturday (Dec. 20), Morehead State University conferred the honorary Doctor 
of Humanities degree on Lexington philanthropist Lucille Caudill Little, center, in recognition of her 
many efforts to create a better life for residents of Central and Eastern Kentucky. Presenting her 
with the doctoral hood were John Rosenberg of Prestonsburg, left representing MSU's Board of 
Regents, and University President Ronald G. Eaglin. Little, a member of a distinguished Rowan 
County family, has given of herself and millions of dollars to improve the .educational and cultural 
quality oflife of the region. ~5i~-~~1;~ 
/9PA~ c-~:..x ll.....»o-~ 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---WMKY 90.3 FM, public radio from Morehead-State University's 
campus, will sponsor a family bowling getaway at Grayson Lanes from 2 to 5 p.m. on Sunday, 
Jan. 11. 
"We're inviting our listeners to bring their families to the lanes for an afternoon of bowling 
for prizes," said Paul Hitchcock, WMKY Music and Production Director. Prizes will include 
compact discs, WMKY t-shirts, pizzas and other surprises. WMKY will provide live DJ music 
featuring popular music from the 60s through the 90s. 
The cost will be $20 and covers unlimited bowling for four people for two hours, lane and 
shoe rental as well as pizza. Individual game prices are available also. 
Reservations may be made by calling Grayson Lanes at (606) 474-5750. 
"This is a great outing for the kids and moms and dads should have fun too," said Gordon 
Nichols, WMKY interim manager. "It's an opportunity for the family to do something together. 
This is just one step in WMKY' s ongoing effort to reach our listeners in the region," he added. 
Grayson Lanes has 20 bowling alleys featuring "glow in the dark bowling" along with video 
games and concessions. 
Additional information is available by calling Hitchcock toll-free at 800-286-WMKY or 
locally at 783-2334. 
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.FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Eight students now attending Morehead State University are really 
enrolled in universities across the country. They are participants in the National Student Exchange 
(NSE) program which offers students the opportunity to experience life on other campuses. 
"The students at MSU have come from all over the country," said Glenda Woods, MSU 
admissions counselor and NSE program coordinator. "They come here because they want to further 
develop and enhance their academic program while enjoying the setting of beautiful Eastern 
Kentucky," Woods said. 
Students enrolled in the program ~ttending MSU are: Christie Schubert, University of 
'• ·', .. 
Nebraska at Kearney; Tajmia Mcintosh, East Stroudsburg University of Pennsylvania; Erin 
. . 
Caywood, Utah State University; Joy Starr, University of Wisconsin at Green Bay; Deanne Kaasa, 
Central Washington University; JeffEndres,"University ~f South Dakota; David Stiles, Oklahoma 
' . . . . 
State University, and Glynis Sheppll\"d, Califorina State University at Dominguez Hills. 
The program allows full time stud_ents from on~ university, the home campus, to attend 
another university, the host campus, .for a semester .. ·.~'Stiidents ~!so can attend school at the host 
campus for two semesters if they elect to do ·so,'' Woods sail 
Students pay tuition at their. home cam~us while ~ousing and meal fees are paid at the host 
campus. "This allows ;tudents to g~to·out~of-stat~-schools_ai the·r!lte they are currently paying," 
' ' ' 
she said. 
The benefits from such a program stay with. the students their whole life, according to 
Woods. "The students are enriched socially, .Culturally and academically," she said. "It is a great 
' ! • j f -.. ~ ~ 
way to gain new experiences." 
One MSU student, Stephanie Oney, a Moreh~ad j;;nior, is attending Sonoma State University . ' . ' , 
in California through the excha!lge p~ogram .. ''Next fru(when Oney returns to campus, she will hold 
information sessions for current students. Additionally, Mcintosh, Caywood, Starr and Stiles will 
conduct sessions during the spring semester for prospective students," Woods said. 
db 
Anyone interested in the National Student Exchange may call Woods at (606) 783-2000. 
#### 
Phot Pauline Young, Media Relations Director Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Vlorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
CHANGING PLACES 
Morehead State University has eight guests this semester thanks to the National Student Exchange 
(NSE) program. The students from around the country have chosen MSU to expand their learning 
experience. The program is designed to allow students at a home campus to enroll at a host campus 
at their current tuition rate. Participating are, front row from left, Christie Schubert, Deanne Kaasa 
and Joy Starr. Back row from left, David Stiles, Tajmia Mcintosh, Glenda Woods, MSU admissions 
counselor and NSE program coordinator, Jeff Endres and Erin Caywood. Another participant, 
Glynis Sheppard, is not in the photograph. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
ASHLAND, Ky.---Registration for spring 1998 classes at Morehead State University's 
Ashland Area Extended Campus Center and those offered at Raceland Independent High School will 
be conducted from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Thursday and Friday, Jan. 15-16, at the center. Classes begiri 
Tuesday, Jan. 20. 
More than 50 undergraduate and graduate classes will be available this spring at the center as 
well as another eight to be offered via distance learning at Raceland Independent, according to Jack 
Webb, center director. Traditional, compressed video and Internet courses will be offered at the 
center. 
Among the fields represented are business, art, education, geography, government, history, 
social work and sociology. Also offered will be courses designed for registered nurses working 
toward their B.S.N. degrees. 
Textbooks for the courses will be on sale at the Ashland Area ECC, 1401 Winchester 
Avenue. 
The cost per credit hour is $90 at the undergraduate level and $13 0 at the graduate level for 
students taking classes at MSU' s regional sites, whether or not they are Kentucky residents. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling Webb at ( 606) 
327-1777 locally or toll-free from the Tri-State-Area at 800-648-5370. 
#### 
~ ~~--~--------------------~P~au~li~·n~e~Y~o~un~g~,~M~e~di~a~R~cl~~=io~n~s~D~ir~ec~t~or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead,lCY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Ashland Area Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Now thru Jan. 16, 1998 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
A NUMBER OF COURSES ARE AVAILABLE FROM MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY TillS SPRING AT THE ASHLAND AREA 
EXTENDED CAMPUS CENTER AND AT RACELAND 
', .. 
INDEPENDENT IITGH SCHOOL ALSO. REGISTRATION IS 
"1J\N. 1S-~6, WITH CLASSES BEGINNlNG JAN. 20. FOR MORE 
INFORMATION, CALJ,;Tiffi CENTERLOCALLY AT (606) 327-1777 
OR TOLL~ FREE FROM THE TRI-STATE AT 800-648-5370. 
' ; '. 
#### . 
12-23-97jy 
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N e w s· ___________ _:P:...:a=u=li.:.:ne=-=Y-=o-=un::.:lg.,,_::M:.=e.::.:d=ia=R=el:.=a.::tio::.:n:::s:..:D::.:ir=-e::.:c:::to::.:.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 23, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
PRESTONSBURG, Ky.---Morehead State University will conduct registration on 
Thursday and Friday, Jan. 15-16, for its spring 1998 classes to be offered at the Big Sandy 
Extended Campus Center and South Floyd High School. 
Students may register from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. both days at the Big Sandy ECC for classes 
offered at both Floyd County sites. Classes begin Tuesday, Jan. 20. 
Approximately 90 undergraduate and graduate courses will be available this spring for 
area residents, according to Dr. Margaret Lewis, center director. Among the areas represented 
are art, business, science, computer information systems, criminology, education, English, 
geography, government, history, health, human sciences, math, philosophy, paralegal studies, 
sociology, speech, and social work. Also available are courses designed for registered nurses 
working toward their B.S.N. degree. 
Several of the classes at the center and all of those at South Floyd HS will be taught by 
distance learning methods, including on the Internet. Textbooks for the courses will be available 
at the Big Sandy Center. 
The cost per credit hour is $90 at the undergraduate level and $130 at the graduate level 
for students taking classes at MSU's regional sites, whether or not they are Kentucky residents. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling Dr. Lewis 
locally at 886-2405 or toll-free at 800-648-5372. 
The spring schedule of courses from Morehead State to be held at the Center includes: 
ACCT 300, Managerial Accounting, 9 to 10:15 a.m., Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
ACCT 385, Intermediate Accounting II, 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays. 
ACCT 390, Cost Accounting I, 6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
ART 314, Painting Techniques II, 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 
ART 414, Painting Techniques ill, 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 
ART 514, Painting Techniques IV, 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 
(MORE) 
Big Sandy Classes 
2-2-2-2-2 
ART 613, Painting, 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 
ART 614, Painting Techniques V, 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 
BEOS 321, Business Communications, 3:30 to 6 p.m., Thursdays. 
BIOL 580, History of Science, (Crosslisted with SCI 580), 6 to 8:40p.m., 
Thursdays. 
CIS 301, Microcomputers, 6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 









Principles of Public Relations, (Starts 2127; Ends 4/4), 5 to 9 p.m., 
Fridays; 9 a.m. to noon, Saturdays. 
Special Class, (Desktop Publishing Applications-1/23 to 2/21), 
5 to 9 p.m. ,1 Fridays; 9 a.m. to noon, Saturdays. 
'• 
Juvenile Delinquency, (Crosslistedjvith SOC 306), 6 to 8:40p.m., 
Mondays.- , ·-
Criminoldgy, (Crosslisted:with SOC 401), 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
' ' 
Eru;iy Childhood Education, 'lNTERNET, Day ;IDd Time TBA. 
' ' ' 
Learning Theory & Piactice in Early Ele~entar}r, INTERNET, 
Day and Tnri~ TBA. . .·, . 
Teaching Sobal ~trldies in·Early Eienientaiy Grades, 6 to 8:40p.m., 
Mondays., · · . - · 
< - ~ '"<• 
EDEE 323, Language ArtS Early Elementary, 3 to-5:40p.m., Mondays. 
EDEE 331, Reading ~o/Early Elenie~tari:reachers, _6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
' . ,. ' . ;_ . {: 




. , - . 
Media Strategies, 12 to 2 p.m., Mondays. . - .. 
Social Studierin Elementary ,S~hool, .6 ~o8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
~ • i . - ', ~ ; ',· ! . ' 
Curriculum Construction, 6 tci 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
EDEM 330, Foundations' of Reading, 3 to 5:40p.m., Thursdays. 
\ • ' ' ' I, ' • j 
EDEM 330L, Foundations of Reading Lab,: Day ~d Time TBA. 
EDEM 426, Pre-Student Teaching Seminar, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
EDF 610, Advanced Human Growth & Development, 6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
EDGC 656, Introduction to Counseling, 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 
EDGC 661, Measurement Principles & Techniques, 6 to 8:40p.m., Thursdays. 
EDGC 667, Group Counseling, 6:45 to 9:25p.m., Wednesdays. 
(MORE) 
Big Sandy Classes 
3-3-3-3-3 
EDGC 669A,Practicum in Counseling, 4 to 6:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
(Pre-requisite: EDGC 666) 
EDGC 669B, Practicum in Counseling, 4 to 6:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
(Pre-requisite: EDGC 666) 
EDGC 669C,Practicum in Counseling, 4 to 6:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
(Pre-requisite: EDGC 666) 
EDGC 679A,Advanced Practicum, 6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
EDGC 679B, Advanced Practicum, 6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 




















Seminar Advanced Theory Practicum in Counseling, 4 to 6:40p.m., 
Wednesdays. 
Personnel Admiitistration, 6 to 8:40p.m., Thursdays. 
School-Com~unity Relatl6n~, 6 to _8:40p.m., Mondays. 
Teaching Sopial Studies in Middle Grades, 3, to 5:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
Langilage Arts in Middl~ Grades, 6 to 8:40p.m, Mondays. 
' "' ',';, 
DisCipline/Classroom Management, 1 to 3 p.m:/Mondays, Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays, and Thursdays. · ··· 
' . . 
Teaching 'Criticlti Thlnkmg &.D~isio~; 6 to 8:40p.m., Thursdays. 
' ,, '. -~ . 'J " ' - . • 
The At-Risk~tudeiit, 4;15 to 6:5S p:'m·, Thursdays. 
Intro<;iuction T~ Lingu1stf~s, 6 to 8:40 p:~.; Tuesdays. 
' - J • '".- : ' " ' " ' ' - .- ~ ' : l 
Literature of the South·, _6 to ·s:40 p.m., Mondays ... • 
' ' • u.~: _, '' ,:;., .·, ••," • ,'•<; '\ 
Special·Cla~s,. (The BeatWriters);6 to 8:4Q_p.m.,; Thursdays. 
Adv~~ed Poetry Writing, (April 3 to May 2), .. 5 tq,9 p.m., Fridays. 
9 a.m. to noon, Saturdays. 
Special Class; (The Beat. Yfriters), 6 to 8:40p.m., Thursdays. 
', • ; . . - ·, • " '' ·-·' • "' • " • ·~' .: J 
Financial Market, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
. " _-- l' --./ ' 
Financiall\1anagement, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
Cartography I, 6 to-8:.40 p.m~·. Thursdays:·~ 
Geographic Factors and Concepts, (First 5 Weekends), 5 to 8 p.m., 
Fridays; 8 a.m. to noon, Saturdays. 
Courts & Civil Liberties, 6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
Current World Problems, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
(MORE) 
Big Sandy Classes 
4-4-4-4-4 
GOVT 399, Special Topics in Government, (Power Shift Pacific Rim), 6 to 8:40p.m., 
Mondays. 
IDS 300, Colonial America, 6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
IDS 303, The Civil War & Reconstruction, 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 
IDS 499C,Senior Seminar in History, 6 to 8:40p.m., Thursdays. 
HLTII 301, Health, Safety & Nutrition for Early Elementary, 6 to 8:40p.m., 
Tuesdays, 
HLTII 518, Use & Abuse of Drugs, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
HS 457, Parenting, 6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 




















575, Selected Topics, (Geom & PC~ Teachers 8-12) 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 
. ' 
595, Topics in Math Curriculum, (Numbers & Properties K-8), 6 to 8:40p.m., 
Tuesdays .. · 
I -:· 
Principles ofManageme!lt, ·Jl:30 a.m. to·12:30 p.m., Tuesdays, 
Thursdays' and Fridays. . . 
301, 
",'• 
Principles of Personnel ~age~ent, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
Sury~y of quan~~tive' Busin~~s Analysis, INTERNin:, 
Day and Time TEA." . . ' .. • : ' 
' >.. • ~,. • 
311, 
602, 
Quantitati~e Business 'Anaiysis, .?to 9:40,p.m., Mondays. 
662E, Training and Development, ·3:.4no 6:25p.m. ,.Fridays. 
.'- . '· ' . . ·":· ' , ' ) ' ' _' . ··, .. -. -. ,. . . . 
620, 
665, ·Orgaruzatjonal Behavior, 6to:8:40 p:in.; Wednesdays. . ~ -- . 
691, Bfrshtess· Policie;~di>J:ocedures, 9 to ll~O a.mf, Saturdays. 
Selticted ~orkshop Topk~ (Trends in H~th ~~.fndustry), 










Ethicat and ~ghl Issues in' Heatth carei 6·, to 8:40 p.m.' Tuesdays. 
- ' \ \ ., ~ • -, • j t, ~--' ·' -· •• '~ .:. 
Introduction to Nursing Research, 3 to 5:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
.·- ~ 
/ '-~ 
Nursing Lea<:Iership &Management,'3 to 5:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
t._ :. ;_ ' - i: . i : i (·-~ ' ; \ '\J ' 
Special Class; (Social Ethics); 3:30 to 6 p.m., Wednesdays. 
Legal Research, 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 
Family Law, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
Wills, Trusts, Estates, 6 to 8:40p.m., Thursdays. 
Earth Science, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
(MORE) 












History of Science, (Crosslisted With BIOL 580), 6 to 8:40p.m., 
Thursdays. 
Juvenile Delinquency, (Crosslisted With CRil\1 306), 6 to 8:40p.m., 
Mondays. 
The Individual & Society, 6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
American Minority Relations, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
. Criminology, (Crosslisted with CRil\1401), 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
Oral Communications, 6 to 8:40p.m., Thursdays. 
Business & Professional Speech, (5 weekends),5 to 9 p.m., Fridays, 
9 to noon, Saturdays. 
Beginning Help Skills for Human Service Professionals,· 6 to 8:40 p.m., 
Thursdays. · 
Community Mental Health, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
Substance Abuse Counseling, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
Classes to be held at South Floyd High School include: 
EDEC 637, Early Childhood Education, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
EDEE 323, Language Arts in Early Elementary, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Wednesdays. 
FIN 660, Financial Mlinagement, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
PHED 599, WORKSHOP, Legal Issues in Sports, 7 to 9 p.m., Tuesdays. 
#### 
P S A ____________ ____;:P.::au=lin=' :::e....:Y:..:o:..:u=ng"",c..:M=ed=ia=-R=el=at:::io:..:n:::cs.::D:..::ir:..:e:::ct=or Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Big Sandy Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Now thru Jan. ·16, 1998 
TIME: 30 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
A NUMBER OF CLASSES, INCLUDING SEVERAL TAUGHT VIA 
DISTANCE LEARNING, ARE AVAILABLE TillS SPRING AT 
f"" "" ~ 
MSU'S BIG sANDY EXTENDED CAMPUS CENTER AND AT 
TOLL-FREE AT800=648~5372. ·· · 
~ . i ' ,, ' " ,.. ..: :';; j 
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N e w s'' ___________ _:P:...:a:::u=li:.:.ne::...Y.=...::o.::un"'g,_,_:_M:_:_e:.:d=ia=-R=el=at::.io::.:n=sc.:D:..:i::.:re:.:c:.::to::.r 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 23, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
FLEMINGSBURG, Ky.----Morehead State University will offer several undergraduate 
and graduate courses in business and education via the Internet this spring to Fleming County 
residents. 
The classes include: 
EDEC 637, Early Childhood Education, Day and Time TBA. : . . 
EDEE 305, Learning Theories & Practices in F:afly.Elementary, Day and Time TBA. 
EDEM 426, Pre-Strident Teaching Seminar, Day and Time TEA. 
-. 
FIN 620, Financial Mllfket, Day and Time·TBA. 
FIN 660, Financial M~agement, Day _and Tiriie TBA. 
MNGT 602, Survey of Quantitative Business Anillysisi Day and Time TBA. 
Interested students may register for these classes on the mam campus from 8 a.m. to 
' . ' ~ . ' ' . . - . . 
6 p.m. Thursday and Fnday, J~.15:16/oi'f~m 4 to6 p.m.-on Thuts!hty, Jan. 15, at Maysville . . 
Community College. Classes begin Tuesday, Jan. 20. 
The cost per credit hour is $90 at the: undergraduate level and $130 at the graduate level 
' • ',, i : ' 
for students taking classes at MSU's regional sites, whether or not they are Kentucky residents. 
Specific information on classes oi registrati~n may be obtained by calling MSU's Office 
,. '~ 
of Extended Campus Programs toll-free at 800-585-6781. 
#### 
~ ~~---7--------------------~P~w~~~·~e~Y~ou~n~g~,M~e~di~a~R~el~m~io~n~s~D~rr~ec~t~or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/F1emingsburg Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Now tbru Jan. 16, 1998 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL BRING SEVERAL 
COURSES TO FLEMING COUNTY AREA RESIDENTS TillS 
SPRING VIA TilE IN'l'ERNET. REGISTRATION IS JAN. 15-16, 
WI'TII S~RING CLASSES BEGINNING TUESDAY, JAN. 20. FOR 
MORE INFORMATION, .CALL MSU'S OFFICE OF EXTENDED 
CAMPUS PROGRAMS TOLL-FREE AT 800-585-6781. . / 
... ·; .. . ·: #### 
12-23-97jy . 
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N___ e w s ___________ _:P:_:a:::u:::lin:::;e::_Y.::_:::OU:::::n::<g.,_,_:;Mc::e::.:d:::ia=-cR=el=at=io:::n.::se;:D::_:ir::_:e:.:ctc::o::.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 23, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
JACKSON, Ky.----Morehead State University will offer several undergraduate and 
graduate courses here for area students this spring. Registration will be conducted from 8 a.m. to 
6 p.m. on Thursday, Jan. 15, and from 8 a.m. to 4:30p.m. on Friday, Jan. 16, at the MSU 
Office on the Lees College Campus of Hazard Community College. 
MSU-Jackson is located at 1170 Main Street in the former Bach Building. 
Classes, which begin Tuesday, Jan. 20, will be. taught-traditionally, by compressed video 
and on the Internet. Among the arbas represented in the course listings are business, 
criminology, education, history, geography, psychology;sociology, speech and social work. 
- -
Also available will be courses designed for registered nurses working toward their B.S.N. degree. 
Textbooks for the classes will be available at the lies-campus booksto~·-
' The cost per credit hour is $90 at the undergraduate level and $130 at the graduate level 
0 0 < - M 0 o' ' 
for students taking classes at MSU's regional sites, \Vhether or not they are Kentucky residents. 
Specific information on -clas~es br registrado~ maibe obtamed by calling MSU-Jackson 
locally at 666-2800 or toll-free at 800-729-5225.-









Managerial Accounting, ~to iO:l5 a.m.; Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
Intermediate Accounting ll, 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p;m., Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays. 
Crimiltology, (Crosslisted with-SOC 401); 6 to. 8:40p.m., Thursdays. 
• ' ·-· • . . ·' ! v . ' 
Correct Counseling, (Crosslis~ed with SWK 515), 6 to 8:40p.m., 
Wednesdays. - · -
' ... 
Early Childhood Edueation, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
Learning Theories & Practices in Early Elementary, INTERNET, 
Day and Time TBA. 
Teaching Math in Early Elementary Grades, 3 to 5:40p.m., Wednesdays. 





EDEE 323, Language Arts in Early Elementary, 12 to 2:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
EDEE 331, Reading for Early Elementary Teachers, 12 to 2:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
EDEE 331L, Reading for Elementary Teacher Lab, Day and Time TBA. 
EDEM 426, Pre-Student Teaching Seminar, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
EDUC 582, Discipline/Classroom Management, 1 to 3 p.m., Mondays, Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays and Thursdays. 
EDUC 682, The At-Risk Student, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Thursdays. 
FIN 620, Financial Market, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
FIN 660, Financial Management, INTERNET, Day and Time 
GEO 300, World Geography, 6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
IllS 322, History of Appalachia, 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 
MNGT 301, Principles of Management, 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Tuesdays, 
Thursdays, and Fridays. 
MNGT 602, Survey of Quantitative Business Analysis, INTERNET, Day/Time TBA. 
MNGT 620, Quantitative Business Analysis, 7 to 9:40p.m., Mondays. 
MNGT 662E, Training and Development, 3:45 to 6:25 p.m., Fridays. 







Business Policies And· Procedures; 9 to 11:40 a.m., Saturdays. 
Selected Workshop Topics, (Trends in Health Care Industry), 7 to 
9:40p.m., Thursdays. 
Psychology of Personality, 1:30 to 4 p.m., Thursdays. 
Criminology, (Crosslisted with CRIM 401), 6 to 8:40p.m., Thursdays. 
Oral Communications, 6 to 8:40p.m., Thursdays. 
Correctional Counseling. (Crosslisted with CRIM 515), 6 to 8:40p.m., 
Wednesdays. 
#### 
P S A -------------=-P=au=li=n=-e -=-Y-=-ou=n:;;;g"-'' M=ed=i=-a=R=el=at::.:io:.::n:::.s =D-=ir-=-ect:..:.o=r Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU-Jackson Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Now thru Jan. 16, 1998 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
REGISTRATION FOR MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S 
SPRING CLASS OFFERINGS FOR AREA STUDENTS WILL BE 
HELD ON THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, JAN. 15-16, ON TIIE LEES 
COLLEGE CAMPUS OF HAZARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE AT 
.MSU'S OFFICE AT 1170 MAIN STREET. CLASSES BEGIN 
TUESDAY:, JAN. 20. FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CALL 
666-2800 LOCALLY ORTOLL::FREE AT 800-729-5225. 
#### 
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N e w s· ___________ ....:P:...:a:::u:::lin:::e:...Y.::. . :::OU:::n,.g,_,.::.M:::e:::d:::ia:...R=el=at:::io:::n::::s....:D:..:ir:..:e:::ctc:::o::.r 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 23, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.---Registration for spring 1998 classes at Morehead State 
University's Licking Valley Extended Campus Center will be conducted from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
on Thursday and Friday, Jan. 15-16, at the center. Classes begin Tuesday, Jan. 20. 
More than 40 courses, undergraduate and graduate, will be available, including several 
taught via distance learning. Among the areas represented on the schedule are business, 
computer information systems, criminology, English, education, French, geography, geology, 
government, history, human sciences, math, soCiology, speech and social work. 
Textbooks for the courses will be on s;Ue at the Licking Valley Center. 
The cost per credit hour is $90 at the undergraduate level and $130 at the graduate level 
' 
for students taking classes at MSU's regional sites;. whether or not they :are Kentucky residents. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling Dr. Jonell 
Tobin locally at 743-1500 or toll-free at 800-648-5371. 
, ' . . ' ~ ' 












Principles ofAccountiilg II, 5:3Qto "8:10p.m., Wednesdays. . . 
Manageriai Accmmting, 9 to 10:15 ·a.m., Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
' • - e -
Ititermed!ate Accounting rr; 11 !30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Mondays, 
. Wednesdays and Fridays; · 
Keyboarding, 1/21 through 2/18, 5:30 to 8:10p.m., Wednesdays. 
Keyboardmg/F9rmatting, 2/z'S thipugh 5/13, 5:30 to 8:10p.m., 
Wednesday's. · · · • ··· · ·. 
Advanctfd Keyboard Formatting, 3:45 to 6:25p.m., Tuesdays. 
Business Communications, 5:30 to 8:10-p.m., Tuesdays. 
Introduction to Biological Science, 5:30 to 8:10p.m., Tuesdays. 
Computers For Learning, 6:30 to 9:10p.m., Tuesdays. 
Computers For Learning, 5:30 to 8 p.m., Thursdays. 
Microcomputers, 5:30 to 8:10p.m., Mondays. 
(MORE) 





























Sociology of Deviance, (Crosslisted with SOC 210), 5:30 to 8:10p.m., 
Mondays. 
Early Childhood Education, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
Learning Theories & Practices in Early Elementary, INTERNET, 
Day and Time TBA. 
Literature & Material for Young Readers, 5:30 to 8:10p.m., Thursdays. 
Pre-Student Teaching Seminar, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
Human Growth & Development, 5 to 7:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
Discipline/Classroom Management, 1 to 3 p.m., Mondays, Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays and Thursdays. 
The At-Risk Student, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Thursdays. 
Writing I, 5:30 to 8:10p.m., Mondays. 
~ • '> 
Compositi~nll, 5:30to 8:10p.,m., Tuesdays. 
. . 
Introduction to Literature,.5:30 to 8:10 p:m., Thursdays. 
Financial Market, INTERNET; Day and Tim~ TBA. 
Fmancial .. Management, INTERNET, Day and'Time TBA. 
Beginning French I, 5:30:to 8:10,p.m., Mondays. 
United States & Canada, 5:3Q,to.8:10 p.m., Thursdays. 
Kentucky; 5:30 to. 8:10p.m., Mondays. . . 
Inttoduction:.to{}eology, 5;~0to 8:10p.m., Thes~ys. 
United States G~yeinment, 5·:30 to 8:10p.m.·; Wednesdays. 
. ' 
Recent American History, 5:30 to 8:10p.m., Tuesdays. 
Global Studies,, 5:30 to.·8: 10 p.m., Thursdays. 
PersonalH¥th, 5:30 to 8:10p.m., Tuesrn,tys. 
' . - . . ~ " .. .. \ . 
Family R~lations, 5:30 to 8:10p.m., Tuesdays. 
. I ' , 
SPECIAL CI:ASS, (Creative Foo<;is), 5:30 to 9:30p.m., Thursdays. 
• 0 ~- • ' ' • • ' • ' "• 
Begmnmg Algebra, (Math ACT l7 or lower), 4 to 5:15p.m., Tuesdays 
and Thursdays. 
Math for Technical Students, 5:30 to 8:10p.m., Tuesdays. 
Principles of Management, 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Fridays. 
Legal Environment & Business Practices, 5:30 to 8:10p.m., Thursdays. 
(MORE) 








Survey of Quantitative Business Analysis, INTERNET, Day/Time TBA. 
Organizational Behavior, 6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
Contemporary Social Problems, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
Sociology of Deviance, (Crosslisted with CRIM 210), 5:30 to 8:10p.m., 
Mondays. 
Fundamentals of Speech Communication, 5:30 to 8:10p.m., Mondays. 
Orientation to Social Work, 5:30 to 8:10p.m., Mondays. 
#### 
P S A ____________ .=.P.::cau::::li:;;:ne.:;__;::cY..::.ou"'n'""g"-'' M=ed=i=-a=R:.:::el=-at""'io:.:::n=-s ;:;D.::ir.=.ect:..:.o=r Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Licking Valley ECC Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Now thru Jan. 16, 1998 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
A NUMBER OF CLASSES, INCLUDING SEVERAL OFFERED VIA 
DISTANCE LEARNING, WILL BE TAUGHT TillS SPRING AT 
.. 
MSU'S liCKING VALLEY EXTENDED CAMPUS CENTER. 
' . 
REGISTRATION IS J~. 15-16 AT THE CENTER AND CLASSES 
BEGIN TUESDAY, JAN:.20. FORMOREINFORMATION, CALL 
. ' ' 







N e W S -----------~P:...:a:::u:::lin:::e::..Y=ou=n~g,_,_.:::M~e::::d:::ia::.;R=el=at:::io::.:n_,s"'D::.:ir::..:e::::c::::to=.r Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 23, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
LOUISA, Ky.---Morehead State University will use distance learning to offer several 
graduate and undergraduate classes to area residents this spring at Louisa Middle School. Also 
two social work courses will be taught traditionally in the .classroom. 
Other course areas represented on the schedule for Louisa include business, education and 
physical education. 
Interested students may register for classes at MSU's Ashland Area Extended Campus 
Center, 1401 Winchester Avenue, Ashland, from.8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Thursday and Friday, 
Jan. 15-16. Classes begin Tuesday', Jan. 20. 
The cost per credit hour is $90 at the u~de~graduate level and $130 at the graduate level 
for students taking classes at MSU' s regional sites,. whether or not they are Kentucky residents. 
-Specific information on classes or registration may be !)btained by calling the Ashland 
Area ECC at (606) 327-1777 locally 'or toll-free fron'i the Trl-State-Area at 800-648-5370 . 
•• ' ' - -- > 
' - ' 
Interested individuals also may call MSU's Office of Extehded ,Campus Program toll-free at 
800-585-6781. 
MSU's spring offerings ati.Puisa MiddleSchoolinclude: · ' · 
EDEC 637, ~ly Childhood· Edu~tion, :u\frn.rumT, Day arid Time TBA. 
EDEE 305, .Learning Theories & Practices in Early ElementarY', INTERNET, 
Day and Time TBA. 
' ' . ' 
' ' ) ' - ' '·-- ' . 
EDEE 323, Language Ar!s in Early Elementary, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Wednesdays. . . .. ' . - - ~ - .. - ' 





Financial Market,:INTERNET, Day and Time TBA 
' _, ' ! - ' • 
Financial M~agement, INTER:NET, Day and Time TBA. 
MNGT 602, Survey of Quantitative Business Analysis, INTERNET, Day/Tune TBA. 
PHED 599, WORKSHOP, Legal Issues in Sports, 7 to 9:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
SWK 360, Crisis Intervention, 6 to 8:40p.m., Thursdays. 
SWK 370, Substance Abuse Counseling, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
#### 
P SA------------------------~P~au=l=in~e~Y~o=un~g~,~M~e=di=a~R=d=~=io~n~s~D~ir~ec~t=or Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox llOO Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Louisa Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Now thru Jan. 16, 1998 
TIME: lOsec 
ANNOUNCER: 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL BRING SEVERAL 
CLASSES TOLOillSA AREA RESIDENTS TillS SPRING VIA 
DISTANCE LEARNING AND TRADffiONAL TEACillNG 
MEmODS. REGISTRATION IS JAN.'15~16 AT MSU'S ASHLAND 
'AREA EXTENDED CAMPUS CENTER, 1401 WINCHESTER 
' ' ' 
A VENUE:, CLASSES WILL, MEET AT LOillSA MIDDLE 
' 
SCHOOL;~BEGINNING JAN. ,20. FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
CALL MSU~S OFFICE OF EX'iENDED CAMPUS PROGRAMS . , . . 
#### 
12~23~97jy ', 
' ' ' 
' ' 
·" ' 
N e. W S ___________ .:..:P~a=u:::li:::ne:::....;::Y_,o=un,.g"''-"M"'e,d::.ia=R=el:::a::::tio"'n"'s'-'D"'ir"'e"'c""to~r Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 23, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MAYSVILLE, Ky.----Morehead State University will offer several graduate and 
undergraduate courses in business and education here this spring for Maysville area students. 
Registration will be from 4 to 6 p.m. on Thursday, Jan. 15, at Maysville Community College 
and classes begin Tuesday, Jan. 20. 
While most of the courses will be offered via distance learning at Mason County High 
School, two graduate level course will be taught traditionally at Maysville Community College. 
The cost per credit hour is$9(f atthe undergraduate level and $130 at the graduate level 
for students taking classes at MSU's regional sites, whether or not they are Kentucky residents. 
~ - ·,: .- ' 
Specific ·information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling Jennifer 
Gilligan locally at 759-7549 or f~m MSU' s Offl~e of Extended. clllllpus Programs toll-free at 
' ' ' ' 
800-585-6781. 
The spring schedule for Maysville includes: . 
EDEC 637, Early Chlldhood Ed~Clltion, INJ.1nmBT, Day and Time TBA. 









Learning Theories &Practices in Early Elementary, INTERNET, 
Day and :Tinie TBA. . . .. 
',·, . 
Pre-Stude~t ·Teaching Seminar, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
- - ~ . . - . . 
Advance<! Hu~an Growth~ Dtwelopment; 6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
Public School Law, 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 
Financial Market, nrfERNEJ:, Day and Time TBA. 
• . \ ' . • - ' . ,, ' . j 
Financiai Man~geme~t, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
Survey ofQ~antitative Business Analysis, INTERNET, Day/Time TBA. 
. ' ; 
Quantitative Bu~iness Analysis, 7 !0 9:40p.m., Mondays. 
MNGT 662E, Training and Development, 3:45 to 6:25p.m., Fridays. 
MNGT 665, Organizational Behavior, 6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
MNGT 691, Business Policies and Procedures, 9 to 11:40 a.m., Saturdays. 
MNGT 699, SELECTED WORKSHOP TOPICS, Trends in Health Care Industry, 
7 to 9:40p.m., Thursdays. 
SCI 690, Advanced Science for Elementary Teacher, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Thursdays. 
#### 
P SA------------------------~P~au=l~m~e~Y~o~un~g~,~M~e=di~a~R=cl=M=io~n=s~D~rr~ec~t=or Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Maysville Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Now thru Jan. 16, 1998 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
REGISTRATION FOR SPRING CLASSES OFFERED BY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IN MAYSVILLE WILL BE 
CONDUCTED FROM 4 TO 6 P.M. ON TIIURSDAY, JAN. 15, AT . . 
MAYSVILLE COMMuNITY COLLEGE. FOR ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION, CALL)ENNIFER GILUGAN LOCALLY AT 
. 759-7549 ·oR MSU TOLL-FREE AT 800~585C6781. 




N e W S ___________ _,P:...:a=u=lin=e=-Y=o.:::un,.g.,_,-"M"'e::.:d=ia=-R=el=at::io::.:n:::s:..:D::..:ir::ce:.:c:.::to::.:.r Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 23, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MT. STERllNG, Ky.---Morehead State University will offer more than 20 undergraduate 
and graduate level courses here this spring for area students. Many of the classes will be taught 
using distance learning technologies of compressed video and the Internet. 
Registration will be conducted from 4 to 6 p.m. on Thursday, Jan. 15, at McNabb Middle 
School, with classes beginning on Tuesday, Jan. 20. All classes will be held at McNabb MS, 
except for MNGT 620 which willl]leet at Montgomery County High School. 
Areas represented in the course listings include b~Jsiness, education, English and social 
work. 
The cost per credit hour is ~90 at the undergraduate level arid $130 at the graduate level 
for students taking classes .l!t MSU' s regional site~; whether or ~ot they irre Kentucky residents. 
Specific information on classes or registratio~ may be obtain~ I:iy calling Louise 
' • • ' .• ~ . ' ,1 :: - ' • . 
Summers locally at 497 or MSU!s Offiqe of Extended Campus Programs toll-free at 800 
·' • . . .l". ;· •• ' 
•• '> 
585-6781. .... "' 
The spring schedule .of Morehead State classes f()r the Mt.. Ste~ling area includes: 
j • i" 
ACCT 300, Managerial·Accounting, 9.to.l0:15 a.m., Tuesdays and Thursdays. 










Interme9iate Accounting II,_ H:30 a.m. toJ2:30 p.m., Mondays, 
:wednesdays and Fridays. . · ~:., 
Early Childhood Education, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
" ·' 
Learriirig_:TheOries & Practices ·in Early Elementary, INTERNET, 
Day and Tinle TBA. · ' · . · · · : · · 
Elementafy~School Curriculi!_m·,~f15 to 6:55p.m., Tuesdays. 
Pre-Student Teachlng'Seminar,--INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
Secondary School Curriculum, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Mondays. 
Mental Retardation & Orthopedic Handicaps, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., 
Wednesdays. 
Introduction to Literature, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
Financial Market, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
(MORE) 
Mt. Sterling Classes 
2-2-2-2-2 
FIN 660, Financial Management, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
MNGT 301, Principles of Management, 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Tuesdays, 
Thursdays, and Fridays. 
MNGT 602, Survey of Quantitative Business Analysis, INTERNET, Day/Time TBA. 
MNGT 620, Quantitative Business Analysis, 7 to 9:40p.m., Mondays. 







BusinessPolicies And Procedures, 9 to 11:40 a.m., Saturdays. 
SELECTED WORKSHOP TOPICS, Trends in Health Care Industry, 7 to 
9:40p.m., Thursdays. 
Real Estate Law, 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 
Advanced Science for Elementary Teacher, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Thursdays. 
Orientation to Social Work, 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 




Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox llOO Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Mt. Sterling Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Now thru Jan. 16, 1998 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL OFFER SEVERAL 
GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE CLASSES IN MT. 
S~G TinS SPRING, PRlMARlLY THROUGH DISTANCE 
' . . -
LEARNING TECHNQLOGIES. REGISn.ATION WILL BE FROM 
4 TO 6 P.M AT MCNABB MIDDLE SCH()OL. CLASSES BEGIN 
JAN. 20. FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL LOUISE SUMMERS . . . 
LOCALLY AT 497-8784 OR MSU TOLL-FREE AT 800-585-6781. 
#### 
12-23-97jy 
N e W. _ S ___________ _:P:..:a=u=lin=-e=-Y-=-=o.::un"'g.,_,-=-M=e=d=ia=-R=el=at.=io::.:n:::s:..::D::.:ir::ce::.::c:.::to:.:.r Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 23, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
OWINGSVILLE, Ky.---Morehead State University will use distance learning technology 
to offer several graduate and undergraduate courses to Bath County area residents this spring at 
Bath County High School. 
Education, business and physical education are the course areas represented on the 
schedule. 
Interested students may register for these classes on the main campus from 8 a.m. to 
6 p.m. on Thursday and Friday, Jan. 15-16, oifrom 4 to 6 p.m. on Thursday, Jan. 15, at 
McNabb Middle School in Mt. Stetling: • Classes begin on Tuesday, Jan. 20. 
The cost per credit hour is $90 at the undergr,;duate level ~d $130 at the graduate level 
for students taking classes at MSU's regional sites, whether or not they.'iire Kentucky residents. 
. • ~ I . ' . " 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obt$ed by calling MSU's Office . ' ·- . . 
of Extended Campus Programs tolHree at 800-585-6781. · ·_ :. -
' ~ . . .. - - . . 










Early Childhood Education, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
Learning Theories & Practices Jii Early Elecientiry, INTERNET 
Day and riJne_ TJ3A: e ' --
Elementary School Curricul~m, 4:15 to 6:55 p.m.,' 'fuesdays. 
Pre-Student Teaching Seminar, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
'. ·"' "' . . 
MentarRetardation & Orthopedic Han~caps, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., 
Wednesdays.' - - ' _ ~ " -
FinancialJidarket, INfERNET, bay and Time TBA. 
~·' ! ! 
Financial Management, INTERNET; Day and Time TBA. 
Survey of Quantitative Business Analysis, INTERNET, Day/Time TBA. 
WORKSHOP, Legal Issues in Sports, 7 to 9:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
#### 
P S A Pauline Young, Media Relations Director · ---------------------fu-d-it-h~Y~a=nc=y~,D~I~.re=c~to~r~o=fi=n=&~u=ut=io=n=ru~R=e=la~ti~on=s 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Owingsville Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Now thru Jan. 16, 1998 
TIME: !Osee 
ANNOUNCER: 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL BRING SEVERAL 
GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE COURSES TillS SPRING 
TO BATH COUNTY REsiDENTS ,USING DISTANCE LEARNING 
TECHNOLOGY. CLASSES BEGIN TUESDAY, JAN. 20. 
REGISTRATION ON MSU'S ~CAMPUS WILL BE 
' 
JAN. 15-l6. FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALLMSU'S OFFICE 
' ' '< ' ,.., ·'' 
j' ' 
OF IDC'fENDED. CAMPUS ·PROGRAMS TOLL-FREE AT 800 
; . ~ ' ' "' ' - . -
585-6781. . - . ' 
·fl### : . 
•. . 12-23-97jy 
·'\ " 
} ·'' . 
'' t • ' 
" '( ' - : ~ 
N e W S -------------'P~a~u:!!li:!!ne:::.._:=:Y.:;o::::un!!Jg:»,..!:M:!e~d:!!ia~R~el:!!a:!:!tio~n~s~D::;ir~e~c~to~r Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 23, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
PIKEVILLE, Ky.----Pikeville area students will have several Morehead State University 
graduate courses, including several taught via distance learning technology, available to them this 
spring through the Appalachian Graduate Consortium at Pikeville College. 
Registration will be conducted from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Thursday and Friday, 
Jan. 15-16, at Pikeville College. Classes begin Tuesday, Jan. 20. Distance learning classes will 
meet at Pike County High School, while traditionally taught classes will meet at the college. 
Textbooks for all courses will be on sale at Pikeville .College's bookstore. 
The cost per credit hour is $130 at the graduate level for students taking classes at MSU' s 
regional sites, whether or not the¥ are Kentucky residents. 
Specific information .on classes or registration may be obtaitied by calling John Nelson. 
locally at 432-9320 or MSU's Office of Extended Campus Programs toll-free at 800-585-6781. 
' . ' 
The following courses will be offered by Morehead State this spring: 
EDEC 637, Early Childl:iood :Education, INTERNET, Day and Titne TBA. 
' ' ' ; ' i :; ' .. 
















History & Philosophy of:Education, 6 to 8:.40 p.m., Mondays. . ' . ' ~ -- .. 
Research:Methods in Education, 6 to 8:40 p:m., ·Mondays. 
futroductionto Educational Adfuinistratiori, 6 to 8·:40 p.m., Mondays. . ,_- ,-. . 
Effective Classroom Instruction, 6 to 8:40p.m.; Tuesdays. 
Financial Market, INTERNET, Day and Titne TBA. 
Financial ~anagement, ~T, Day)and Titne TBA. 
r ,, . . . . i ; ' . . .. 
General School Safety, 6.to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
Survey of-Quantitative Business Analysis, INTERNET, Day/Titne TBA. 
i " ' ' . • 
QuantitativeBusiness Analysis, 7 to 9:40 p:m., Mondays. 




655, Social Responsibility of Business, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
662E, Training and Development, 3:45 to 6:25p.m., Fridays. 
665, Organizational Behavior, 6 to 8:40p.m:, Wednesdays. 
MNGT 691, Business Policies and Procedures, 9 to 11:40 a.m., Saturdays. 
MNGT 699, SELECTED WORKSHOP TOPICS, Trends in Health Care Industry, 
7 to 9:40p.m., Thursdays. 
SCI 690, Advanced Science for Elementary Teacher, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Thursdays. 
#### 
P SA------------------------~P~au~lin~·~e~Y~o~un~g~·~M~e~di~a~R~e~la~tio~n~s~D~rr~ec~t~or Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Pikeville Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Now thru Jan. 16, 1998 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
A NUMBER OF GRADUATE CLASSES, SEVERAL TAUGHT VIA 
DISTANCE LEARNING, WILL BE AVAILABLE TillS SPRING 
-. •' . 
> 
> • 
FROM MOREHEAD STA:rE UNIVERSITY THROUGH THE 
APPALACIDAN GRADUATE CONSORTIUM AT PIKEVILLE 
I ·~ 
I . " •'' 
COLLEGE. REGISTRATION IS JAN. 15c16 AT THE COLLEGE. 
FORMOREINFOMRATION, CALLMSU'S OFFICE OF 
• I ' • ',j 
• i. ' 
EXTENDED CAMPUS PROGRAMS TOLL-FREE AT 800-585-6781. 
' -.. . ". ' ' .. 
#### 
,. L •" 
. ·12-l2~97jy . 
. r., 
N e W S ___________ ....::P:..:a:=u:::lin"'e::...Y=ou=n,.g,_,_=:M~e::d"'ia::...R=el=at::::io~n~s....::D::..:i::..:re::::c:::to:::.r Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 23, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
SALYERSVILLE, Ky.---Morehead State University will offer several graduate and 
undergraduate courses in business and education via distance learning this spring at Magoffm 
Coullty High School. 
Students may register at either MSU's Big Sandy Extended Campus Center in 
Prestonsburg or the Licking Valley Extended Campus Center in West Liberty. Registration will 
be conducted from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thursday and Friday; Jan. 15-16, with classes starting 
Tuesday, Jan. 20. 
~e cost per credit hour is $90 af the undergraduate level and $130 at the graduate level 
for students taking classes at MSU' s regional sites, whether or not they are Kentucky residents. 
. . 
. Specific information on cfusses or registration may be obtained by calling MSU' s Office 
of Extended Campus Programs toll~ free at 800-585~6781._ 
The following MSU cqurses will be offered this' spiing: 









Learning TheOries & Pr.laices ill Early Elementary, INTERNET, 
Day and ·Time TBA. · . · · 
Elementary Sc~ooi ~urriculum~ 4: l5to 6:55 p,m., Tuesdays. 
Pre-StUdent Teaching Seminar, INTERNET, Day lind Time TBA. 
Secondary School Curriculum, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Mondays. 
Mentu Re~da4on & Orthopedic Hancllcaps, 4:15 to 6:55 p.m., 
Wednesdays.··· · · -· ., ·_· · 
Financial Market, -INTERNiiT, Day and Time TBA. 
\ -'· 
Financial Management; INTERNET; Day and Time TBA. 
Survey of Quantitative Business Analysis, INTERNET, Day/Time TBA. 
#### 
P S A Pauline Young, Media Relations Director . _____________________ fu_d_rt_h~Y~a~nc~y~,~D~ir~ec~to~r~o~f~fu~~~iru~tio=n~a~!R~e~la~ti=o~ns 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606~783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Salyersville Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Now thru Jan. 16, 1998 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
VIA DISTANCE LEARNING TECHNOLOGY, MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY WILL OFFER A NUMBER OF CLASSES AT ' . . 
MAGOFFIN COUNTY illGH SCH<;:JOL TillS SPRING. STUDENTS 
MAY REGISTER AT MSU'S EXTENDED CAMPUS CENTERs IN . 
PRESTONSBURG OR WEST.LIBERTY ON JAN. 15-16. FOR 
MORE INFORMATION,. CALL MSU'S OFFICE OF EXTENDED 
•, I •·, 
CAMPUS PR()GRAMS TOLL-FREE AT 800-585-6781. 
,::.- . #### 
... 
·~ '' 
'. ... ', ...... ' 
N e w s ___________ _:P:...:a::::u:::li::ne::....::Y-=o.::un::lg.,_,..:.M:.::e::.:d=ia=-R=el:::at:::io::::n:::s:..;:D::.:i::.cre::.:c:.::to:::.r 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 23, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
VANCEBURG, Ky.---Morehead State University will use distance learning technology to 
offer several graduate and undergraduate level business and education courses to Lewis County 
residents this spring. 
The courses will be taught at Lewis County High School either through compressed video 
or on the Internet. Classes begin Tuesday, Jan. 20. 
Interested students may register forthese classes either from 4 to 6 p.m. on Thursday, 
Jan. 15, at Maysville Community College or from 8ll.m. to 6 p.m. at MSU's Ashland Area 
Extended Campus Center, 1401 WlnchesterAvenue; on-Thursday and Friday, Jan. 15-16. 
' ' -
The cost per credit hour-is $90 at the undergraduate leve'fmd $130 at the graduate level 
for students taking classes at MSU's regional sites, whether or not they·irre Kentucky residents. 
Specific informatimi on classes or registration may be obtained by calling MSU' s Office 
' ' 
' -
of Extended Campus Programs tollJreeat ~00-58~-6781'. 
The following MSU courses will be offered this sJ>ring: 
EDEC 637, Early Childhood Ed~~tiQn, :rNi:'ERNET; Day and Time TBA. 
' . ' ' ' -
EDEE 305, Learning: Theories & Practi~s ifi Early Elerilentiiry,.INTERNET, 
"" - ' "-
Day ~d Time TBA. -
EDEL 632, -Elementary School Curriculum, 4:15 to 6:55 p.m.,.Tuesdays. 
EDEM 426, Pre-Student Teaching Seminar, INTERNET, Day and Time TBA. 
l l . 





Financial Mark~t, INTERNET;'Day.and Thne TBA. 
' • • -" j '. 
Financial Management, INTERI'ffiT, Day and Time TBA. 
Survey of Quantitative Business Analysis, INTERNET, Day/Time TBA. 
#### 
P S A Pauline Young, Media Relations Director ' -~::.....::...::.= Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Lewis County Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Now thru Jan. 16, 1998 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL BRING SEVERAL 
COURSES TO LEWIS COUNTY RESIDENTS TillS SPRING VIA . .· 
DISTANCE LEARNING TECIINOLOGY. REGISTRATION IS 
JAN. 15-16 AND CLASSES, WIITCHBEGIN JAN. 20, WILL MEET 
AT THE LEWIS COUNTY IDGH SCHOOL. FOR INFORMATION 
ON WHERE YOU CAN REGISTER, CALL MSU'S OFFICE OF . . . 
EXTEND~ cAMPus PRdoRAM:s TOLL-FREE AT 800-585-6781. 
- #### 
12-23-9Jjy . 
J • ' , 
' : ' . 
" ' 
N e. W S ___________ _,P,_,a00u:::li::ne::....::Y..::o.::un::Jg"'-'-"M:.::e:::d::ia=-R=el:::at::io:::n:::s:...::D::::ir=-e:.:c:.::to:o;_r Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 23, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WlllTESBURG, Ky.---Morehead State University will offer several graduate and 
undergraduate courses through distance learning technology this spring for Whitesburg area 
residents.-
Registration will be conducted from 4 to 6 p.m. on Thursday, Jan. 15, at Whitesburg 
Middle School, with classes beginning Tuesday, Jan. 20. All but one class will meet at. 
Whitesburg High School, while EDF 610 will meet atWhitesburg Middle School. 
' . 
I 
The cost per credit hour is ~90 at the undergraduate level and $130 at the graduate level 
for students taking classes at MSU':s regional sites,_.Whether or not they are Kentucky residents. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtalned by calling Truman 
' •,; 
Halcomb loc~y at 633-5ql4 or MSU's Office of Extended Campus Piogram toll-free at 800 
585-6781. 
• , ~ i I . • 
The following Morehead State courses will be offered· in Whitesburg this spring: 
' . ,, . . 








Learning Thoories & Pnictices in Early Elementary, INTERNET, 
Day and Time .TBA. . · . . ' ••...... · 
Pre-Student Teaching. Seminar;·I~T, Day:and Time TBA. 
Advancl:d Human Growth~& Development, 6 to 8:4op.m., Mondays. 
':. 
Secondary School Curriculum, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Mondays. 
FiniDci\li Market, INTERNET/ Day ~~d Time. TBA. 
' ',,! ~ '• cj • ·' • • ' 
Financial ¥;magemen!, ~T, Day and Time TBA. 
WORKSHOP, Legal Issues ·41- Sports, 7, to 9:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
' ·~ '. 
P SA------------------------~P~au~l~in~e~Y~o~u~ng~,~~~ed~ia~R~el~~~io~n~s~D~ir~e~~~or Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
~orehead State University UPO Box 1100 ~orehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: ~SU Whitesburg Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Now thru Jan. 16, 1998 
Tll\1E: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
~OREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL OFFER SEVERAL 
CLASSES THIS FALL IN WIITTESBURG FOR AREA RESIDENTS. 
REGISTRATION WILL BE HELD FRO~ 4 TO 6 P.~. AT THE 
WIITTESBURG ~DLE SCHOOL ON JAN. 15. FOR 
ADDmONAL INFO~TION, CALL TR~ HALCO~ 
LOCALLY AT 633-5014 OR ~SU TOLL-FREE AT 800-585-6781. 
#### 
12-23-97jy 
N e W S ___________ ____:P,_,a=u=li:::n:::.e_:Y,_,o:::u:::n,.,g,_, ::.:M:::e:::d:::ia:.cR=el,a,_,ti:::_on:::s~D=ir:::_ec:::t~or Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 24, 1997 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Registration for Morehead State University's spring 1998 semester is 
scheduled for Jan. 14-16, with the first day designated as a business only day. 
On Wednesday, Jan. 14, freshmen and transfer students who advance registered may pay 
tuition/fees in the Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Class 
schedules will not be processed on that day. 
Entry into the payment area on all three days will be based on an alphabetical system by last 
name, which may be found in the directory of classes. 
On Thursday and Friday, Jan. 15-16, students will develop class schedules in their academic 
departments. Those who have not declared a major will schedule their classes in 233 Allie Young 
Hall. 
Undergraduate students, who have not previously been admitted or were not enrolled this 
fall, will begin the registration process in the Admissions Office, 301 Howell-McDowell. For 
graduate students, that stop will be 70 I Ginger Hall. 
Sophomores and juniors, who advance registered, may pay tuition/fees on Jan. 15, in.the 
Crager Room from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Students who did not register in advance for classes will be 
admitted to the payment area from 4 to 6 p.m. 
On Friday, Jan. 16, advance registered seniors and graduate students may complete the 
financial portion of the registration process in the Crager Room from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., while those 
who did not advance register will be admitted from 4 to 6 p.m. 
Students at MSU's Ashland Area, Big Sandy and Licking Valley Extended Campus Centers 
as well as those at the Appalachian Graduate Consortium in Pikeville may register from 8 a.m. to 
6 p.m. on Thursday and Friday, Jan. 15-16. For MSU Jackson classes, registration will be from 
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Jan. 15 and from 8 a.m. to 4:30p.m. on Jan. 16. 
The registration period for classes at Maysville, Mt. Sterling and Whitesburg will be on 
Jan. 15 only, from 4 to 6 p.m. Students enrolling in distance learning classes offered at other 




All MSU classes, including evening and off-campus, begin on Tuesday, Jan .. 20. 
Schedule adjustments will be processed without charge Jan. 15-23 in the student's major 
department. Effective Jan. 26, drop-adds will be processed in the Office of the Registrar, 201 Ginger 
Hall, with the $10 fee in effect at that time. 
Course directories with a complete list of classes and registration information are available 
from the Registrar's Office. Additional information may be obtained by calling that office at (606) 
783-2008. 
#### 
